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After you let your fingers do the walking! 

ou'll have to soak your Yep, after you shop the Yellow Pages way, 70... in Epsom salts! 
Why? Because fingers just aren’t made for all that walking! We'll show you what we mean: Let’s say 
youre out of Epsom salts. Okay, you'll shop by phone for some. Simply look up “Epsom Salts” in the 

handy Yellow Pages. There it is—No, that’s an “Epsom Salts Manufacturer”! Now what? Try “Drug 
Stores’—they should carry it! Let’s see: “Drug Importers,” “Drug Manufacturers,” “Drug Store Fix- 
tures”— Ahh, here it is: “Druggists, Retail—See “Pharmacists’”! More walking! Okay — “Pharmacists” 
—Hmmm—*“Pharmaceutical Machinery,” “Pharmaceutical Research Laboratories,” “Pharmaceutical Manu- 

facturers” — Ahh! At last! “Pharmacists”! Ho-Boy! Did you ever see so many “Pharmacists”? Okay, 

let’s find one nearby. Start walking down the list. By now, your poor sore fingers are really kill- 
ing you! See what we mean? You better let your feet do the walking next time. They’re made for it! 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY LESTER KRAUSS 
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ROASTED PEANUTS DEPT. 

One of the popular best-sellers of the past 
year has been a charming little book by the 
creator of “Peanuts,” Charles M. Schulz, 

called “Happiness Is A Warm Puppy.” Using 
his “Peanuts” characters, Mr. Schulz ex- 

plores the little things of childhood that 
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bring happiness. For example: “Happiness is 
walking on the grass in your bare feet,” 
“Happiness is three friends in a sand box 
... With no fighting,” “Happiness is a 
bread and butter sandwich folded over,” etc. 

Which is all very well if you remember child- 

S A COLD HOT DOG 
ARTIST: BOB CLARKE 

isery is the 

skinny end 

of your tie 

sticking out. 
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Mit isery is 

no skate key. 

Vit 
Mt isery is getting lost 

at the beach. 

IME isery is a left-handed kid sitting next 

to you, whose paper is impossible to copy 

from, during a test. 

hood being full of happiness. We at MAD 
have the distinct recollection of childhood 
being pretty miserable. So here is our ver- 
sion of how the rest of the comic strip kid- 
characters would show the other side of the 
coin in this MAD children’s book called... 

WRITER: LARRY SIEGEL 
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MEE isery is buying five baseball gum 

cards and getting five Marv Throneberrys 

of the New York Mets. 
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DON MARTIN DEPT. PART | 

When Don Martin is mixing the drinks, you 3 
can rest assured that the results will be | 

‘Bottoms Up!’’.. . especially when he tries | 
to duplicate the experiments of his idols: 

Ahh! At last I’ve discovered the formula!! One sip 
of this.:.and.| will be transformed into a thing 

of evil ...a thing of unspeakable horror! 
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people are starting to date too early 
‘in life. Well, we don’t mean to enter 
‘into this touchy controversy... but 
merely start another: Mainly, whether 
David Berg is starting to write about 
ating too late in life. You can all 

Hey, Joan, how about And after the show, Couldn't Well, | don’t 
a date for Saturday know... | | thought we’d go to I let you 
night? I've got two sort of... a nice little spot know... .? 
tickets to ‘‘How To promised ... __ | know where we can 

Succeed In Business 

Without Really Trying’’! Ee eee 

Please, Jeff! Please 
call me! Please! Oh, 
please, Jeff—call! 

Jeff, please call! 
Call and ask me for 
a date... please! 

You play center 
on the football 

You dance divinely, 
you’re on the debating 

Hello, Mr. 

and Mrs. We've been 
Kaputnik! hearing team, your father built team, you're 
I'm Ralph all about that new development at editor of the 

_| Rickshaw— you! the north end of town, school paper, 
‘Leslie’s and you've got a mole and you’re a 

on your left shoulder! pre-med student! 

I’m afraid not! 
I’ve got to make 

reservations 
now, and... 

Gee, where’d you get 
all that information? 
It sounds like some- 
body’s been doing an 
awful lof of talking 

about me! 

What’s the 
matter, 
Leslie 

you’re all 
flushed!! 



Good! Pick 
you up at 

IAAQOT 

Listen, | have a ... if you could Well—what 
friend staying get a girl friend, did she say? 

over my house— and we’d all go to 
and we were Irving’s Pizza Pie 

wondering ... Joint tonight... 

First, drive me to Betty Dilly’s Now, drive us to the Spring And pick us up 
house on 22 North Street— Dance at the Pratt Falls at 10:30 sharp 

; Junior High School... & so you can drive 
i, us to Lucy's 

Hamburger Heaven— 5 



Imagine! | have 
a daughter old 

enough to go on 
a date! Oh, Sam, 

Look! Look! Sam! 
Here she comes!! 

Calm down! She’s only 
12, and the boy isn’t 
much older! Besides, 

it’s her very first date! 
What could happen? 

What’s wrong? 
Saturday night 
and no date? 

Yeah! | was hoping Paul Horn 
would call me for a date, but 
he didn’t! Gee, I’m miserable! 

Hey, Kathy! If 
George asked you 

to go bowling 
with him, would 

you go? 

| Why doesn’t George ask 
me himself? Then, I'll 
have the pleasure of 

giving him my answer 
personally! 

| promised your folks 
I'd have you home by 
11 o’clock—and it’s 
quarter to, now! 

Well, Judy—how He’s so inexperienced! 

Hello, Rita? This is Paul Horn! You 
doing anything this evening?? 

Hi, Kathy! Would you 
come bowling with me? 

| must say, Herman is a man of 
his word. He said he’d get you 
home by 11—and by golly he 
delivered you on the button! 

Herman! It’s about time 
you got home! When I said 

| wanted you home by 
10:30, | meant by 10:30! 



Carol! It’s for 
you! Some boy 
wants to ask you 

for a date, | 

Er—uh—ah— Speak up, young 
I mean... man! Is there 

anything | can 
do for you? 

Er—uh—Y-yes! 
Can I—ah— 

speak to—to— 

ee", 

Te 
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Will you explain to me why you turned him 
down after you were hoping so hard that 

he’d call and ask you?? 

Sorry .. . but I’m busy! What?!—And let him know | didn’t 
have a date for tonight? 

| want to thank you for a Why, if it weren't for 
lovely evening Milton... | you, | would never have 
—- met Harold Sharpstuff! 

ALRIGHT! ENOUGH ALREADY! WE CAN’T! OUR BRACES 
BREAK IT UP, YOU TWO!! ARE LOCKED!! 3 

Y | 



SLIPPED DISC DEPT. 

Everybody knows that record album covers are designed chiefly to sell the records inside. But, for a few dis- 

cerning collectors, they also serve another purpose. Through the billings on the covers, it is possible to trace... 

THE RISE... 
1952 

Vatricia Glousen 
and the 

The Euclid Phiomm Chorale Hums 

TRADITIONAL ARBOR DAY MELODIES 

A Patti Blousen 

WITH 

Luther Swineheart’s Orchestra 



ARTIST: JACK RICKARD 

WRITER: TOM KOCH 

1954 

Patti Blousen sings 
A TRIBUTE TO “FATS” 

FAVORITES OF THE FIFTIES 
A Pocketful of Memories 

\ Patti Blousen 

and the 

Euclid Phlomm Chorale 



CORN POEM DEPT. 

Following are some new versions of popular old poems. Well, 

so much for the introduction. Er—come to think of it, may- 

be we'd better pad the introduction. The MAD reader, being 

a creature of habit, expects long introductions. The MAD 

reader, also being a lazy slob, never reads the introduc- 

tions. So, since it doesn't really matter what we put here, 

this is as good a time as any to list Jack Armstrong's 3 

important training rules: First, make a friend of soap and 

On Baseball Fields 

by John McRot 

On baseball fields the grasses blow 

Above our graves, while pitchers throw 
That horsehide sphere; and runners fly 
Across the turf with spikes on high, 

As fleecy clouds dance to and fro. 

We are the Mets. Short months ago 

We lived, got paid, saw Musial glow, 

Played and were loved, then died like dogs 
On baseball fields 

water because dirt breeds germs and germs can make people 

sickly and weak. Second, get plenty of fresh air, sleep, 

and exercise. And third, every morning, eat a heaping bowl 

of Wheaties with plenty of milk, cream, sugar, and your 

favorite fruit. Ob, we almost forgot. We call this article 

Take up our quarrel with the foe, 

New Mets, to you the torch we throw. 

Unless you wind up next year’s race 

No lower than eleventh place, 

A CHILD'S |"“siaurrrse 

GARDEN 
OF WEEDS | 
ARTIST: JOE ORLANDO WRITER: LARRY SIEGEL 

Beach Fever 
by John Masefink._~ 

| must go down to the beach again, to the Coney Island sand, 

And all | ask is a packed road that’s backed up to Disneyland; 

And the gas fumes and the harsh cries and the stomachs churning, 

And the fresh scent of the charred flesh on the red backs burning. 

| must go down to the beach again, for the sight of the ocean’s tide 

Is a keen sight and a green sight, thanks to pickles mixed inside; 

And all | want around me are those portly sun fanatics, 

And the sand blasts from those muscle-men, doing acrobatics. 

| must go down to the beach again, to the gay polluted shores, 

Where the Moms call and the kids bawl, and the sand’s filled with 

apple cores; 

And all | ask is a merry shark whose meat-diet has been skimpy, 

And a bloody leg, and a carefree friend who will laugh and call me 
“Gimpy.” 



I Remember Courage 

by Thomas Hoot by Robert W. Tsouris 

j remember, | remember, | remember, | remember, When you're lost in the wood, and things don’t look too good, 

The house where | was born, The walls so pale and white ~ And defeat is smack in your sight, 
The little bathroom down the hall — That turned a vivid bloody red When you’re scared as all hell, a voice in you may yell, 

Where 19 raced each morn. When Mom and Dad would fight. “Get right in there, fellow, and fight!” 

My 13 brothers hated me, | learned about the birds and bees Perseverance persists, so you knot up your fists, 

My sisters felt the same. — When | was ten and three. To battle with life, come what may; 
Mom never called me up to eat; But | was so confused | thought But you might just get hurt rollin’ there in the dirt... 

- She didn’t know my name. That | should wed a bee. Have you thought about runnin’ away? 

When you find life a chore, and the wolf's at your door, 

And you're faced with a terrible plight, 
And your back’s to the wall and your chances are small... 

Run off like a thief in the night! 
Just learn how to quit and you'll never get hit, 

And your eyes won’t be moistened by tears. 

Heroes’ songs may be sung, but those suckers die young... 

While you—you’ll live ninety-eight years! 

| remember, | remember, | remember, | remember, 

The joys my schoolhouse gave, All kinds of boyhood things. 

How | came late for second grade How glad | am these memories 

Because | had to shave. Can launch my heart on wings. 

| think that I shall ne’er forget They bring much pleasure to my life 

A girl named Emmy Lou. And give me quite a kick. 

| carried home her books from school They also help my analyst 

(Her boy friend told me to). To find out why I’m sick. 

Hit Tke Hunter's Hour 

| by Henry W. Lungfellow 

Between the dawn and the sunset, 

When the day is a-bloom like a flower, 
Comes a pause in card-playing and drinking 

That is known as the Hunter’s Hour. 

We hear in the woods there before us 

An ominous forest beat, 

The sound of Nature erupting, 

The rumble of animals’ feet. 

From our tent flaps we see in the sunlight, 

While sipping our golden Schlitz beers, 
A chipmunk, a man-eating squirrel, 

And a bunny with floppy ears. 

A whisper, and then a silence: 

| | Yet they know by our merry eyes 
N Weare plotting and planning together Sun 

To blast them down like flies. 

A sudden dash for machine guns, 

A sudden rush for grenades! 
A pause while our rifles are fixed with 

The bayonets’ shiny blades. 

Do you think, O foolish law-makers 
Who are fighting to see our sport fall, 

That the nation’s noble gun lobbies 

Are not a match for you all? 

Then into the forest we scamper, We'll all go on hunting forever, 

Our firearms blazing their flames, e Yes, forever we'll blast away— 
Hill We jolly good fellows and sportsmen ld _ Till the forests resemble North Clark Street 

Engaged in our glorious games. In Chicago, that Valentine’s Day. 



Young Fellow My Son 

by Robert W. Servecorn 

W here are you going, young fellow my sor 
On this beautiful day in May?” 

“I’m going to find me a wife now, Mom; 

There are women around, they say!” 

“But you're only a child, young fellow my son! 

You aren't obliged to wed!”’ 

“I'm forty-five-and-a-half now, Mom! 

Who knows, I may soon be dead!” 

“So you're off to wed, young fellow my son, 

To desert your mother, you mean?” 
“T’m terribly sorry to leave you, Mom, 

But I’ve been home since June 17!” 

“You're breaking my heart, young fellow my son, 

You're causing your mother torment.” 
“I’m forty-five-and-a-half now, Mom; 

I’m as old as the President!” 

“Why don’t you call, young fellow my son? 
I sit by the phone and pray. 

I miss you so, and I’m awfully glum, 

It’s an hour since you've gone away. 

And I’ve had the fire in the parlor lit, 
And I’m holding your teddy bear tight! 

Till my baby comes home, here I will sit 

Into the quiet night.” 

The Village Druggist 

by Henry Wadsworth Longswallow 

Unaer the towering Rx sign 
The village druggist stands. 

Oh what a mighty man is he, 

Unbowed by his job’s demands. 

Yes, many’s the ham and rye I’ve had 

Made by his sinewy hands. 

His hair is long and coarse and grey, 

His face is etched with pain. 
His eyes are dark, but kindly yet, 

Though crises fog his brain: 

Shall he re-stock “The Tropic of Cancer’ 
Or switch to Mickey Spillane? 

Week in, week out, from morn till night 

With his tools of trade he camps. 

A modern Grecian god is he 
There ‘neath fluorescent lamps, 

As he looks the whole world in the face 

And tears off postage stamps. 
s 

When the pains of life weigh on his brow 
And he’s filled with misery, 

I take my druggist by the hand 
(The one more sinewy) 

And he finds some Bromo and Bufferin 

Down at the A&P. 

“You're home, you’re home, young fellow my son! 
You’ve changed! Do you feel all right? 

I haven’t seen you since 7:01; 

Why didn’t you call or write?” 

“I’ve found me a beautiful woman, Mom, 

And would like to make her my wife!” 
“My heart! I’m dying, young fellow my son! 

My baby is ending my life!” 

“Where are you going, young fellow my son 

On this beautiful day in May?” 

“I'd still like to find me a wife, dear Mom; 

There are girls yet around, they say!” 

“But you're only a child, young fellow my son! 

You’re causing your mother torment!” 

“I’m sixty-eight! But forget it, Mom— 

It Cannot Be Done 

by Edgar A. Gassed 

~— 

Pillow onc adaccanaet be done, 
But I gave a laugh and cried out 

That “maybe it’s true, but I would be one 

To give it a good healthy bout!” 

So I spit on my palms, rolled my sleeves up my arms, 

In a second or two I'd begun it. 

I started to sing as I tackled the thing 

That cannot be done, ANp I Done IT! 

(So what did you expect, the obvious trick ending where the 
guy wouldn’t be able to do it? Besides, since this is an 
Edgar A. Gassed poem, it’s just as funny, straight! ) 



JOKE AND DAGGER DEPT. PART | 

Antonio Prohias, who was forced to flee Cuba because he refused to become a 
“Castro Convertible’, brings us another MAD installment of that friendly 
rivalry between the man in black and the man in white—better known as... 
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ONE FALSE MOVE DEPT. Ge a 

Basically, the game of chess is a game of “war.” It was created many centuries ago, and so it 

was naturally based on war as it was waged in those times. The stratagems employed, though 

classic, are completely anachronistic in the light of modern military science. That last sen- 

tence makes no sense to us whatsoever, but it does tend to lend a highly intellectual tone to 

an otherwise stupid article like this one is gonna be. Anyway, let’s just say that the kind of 

war the traditional chess game represents is a far cry from the kind of war nations would be 

moronic enough to fight today. And so, we propose that the game be brought up to date, that 

all the pieces be re-designed, and that, while there’s still time, we start playing MAD’s... 

THE TRADITIONAL CHESS SET 

PAWNS PAWNS 

ROOK @auam | » ROOK 

KNIGHT KNIGHT 

BISHOP BISHOP 

QUEEN QUEEN. 

KING KING 

BISHOP BISHOP 

_@ 

KNIGHT © . | KNIGHT 

ROOK 

Note how accurately this fine old antique chess set depicts the glory of ancient war. Note 
splendid royalty. Note bold knights. Note proud bishops. Note grand castles. Note haggard, 

2 tattered, hungry pawns who are in the front rows . . . and have to take most of the beating. 



ARTIST: BOB CLARKE WRITER: AL JAFFEE 

MAD’S MODERN CHESS SET 

PAWNS — PAWNS 

FALLOUT 
SHELTER 

FALLOUT 
SN SHELTER 
& 

RADAR RADAR 

ICBM MISSILE ICBM MISSILE 

H-BOMB 

A-BOMB A-BOMB 

ANTI- 

MISSILE ANTI- 

MISSILE MISSILE 
MISSILE 

AIR RAID AIR RAID 

SIREN SIREN 

FALLOUT FALLOUT 
SHELTER SHELTER 

Note how accurately this modern chess set depicts current cold war tactics. Note brilliant 
scientific pieces. Note terrified, neurotic pawns on brink of cracking up. Note one thing 
that hasn’t changed. Pawns are still in front rows .. . and have to take most of the beating. ee 
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MOVES. 
The ®ly Way 

PAWNS move ahead one square at a 
time except first move when two is 
optional. They move diagonally one 
square to captute opposing pieces. 

ROOKS (Castles) move in any direc- 
tion in a straight line. Idea began 
when cheap ancient castle builders 
used to skimp on foundation mortar. 

to make . 

PLAY 
The @lb Way 

The exciting stimulation of ancient 
battle, realistically recreated on a 
game board with all of its clever 
strategies, has been thrilling the 
chess enthusiast for centuries. In 
the picture at the right, we see a 
typical spine-tingling competition. 
Note the wide-eyed concentration — 
Note the intense emotional strain — 
Note the anxious expectancy of the 
player on the right as he waits for 
the player on the left to make his 
move. Note that the player on the 
left has been dead for three years. 
20 

KNIGHTS move in L-shape patterns 
in any direction—two squares ahead 
and one to the side (or is it one 
square ahead and two to the side?). 

THE KING can make any kind of a 
move he might suddenly get an. urge 

. . but only one at a time. 
Game is over when King is captured. 

Each traditional chess piece moves in a particular direction. This 
permits special intricate strategies that have fascinated brilliant 
minds for centuries. It also permits clods like us to come along 
with silly explanations of these intricate moves for clods like you. 

BISHOPS can move in any direction 
diagonally. A black bishop moves on 
black squares, and a red bishop is 
a terrible thing to call a bishop. 

THE QUEEN can make any move in 
any direction she wants to make in 
order to protect the King. His lit- 
tle game is over when she shows up. 



MAD’s modern chess pieces are not limited to special moves. In fact, 
each move is completely unpredictable. Cunning, trickery, accident, 
sneakiness, surprise, fear, anxiety . . . any of these could play a 

The NEW Way vital part in the game. Frinstance, a game might work like this — 

Player on left blinks momentarily. Player's early warning system, i.e. Radar piece signals Air Raid Siren 
Opponent quickly launches his ICBM his Radar piece, picks up blips of piece to sound alarm, and Fallout 
Missile, attempting a sneak attack. opponent's approaching ICBM Missile. Shelter doors open automatically. 

Pawns are then triggered to jump Anti-Missile Missiles are launched Action continues until both sides’ 
wildly into opened Fallout Shelters, automatically, thus automatically entire nuclear arsenal is launched 
but most are shot by first Pawn in. launching other offensive missiles. —at which point, game is concluded. 

PLAY 
The NEW Way 

MAD's Modern Chess Game is played 
pretty much as described above when 
it finally gets going. Strategy is 
limited to each player waiting for 
the other to make the first move. 
End of game is followed by deathly 
silence. Unlike old-fashioned chess, 
there is no winner. There is also 
no loser. After several years, the 
radiation subsides enough to permit 
another game to begin . . . if. there’s 
anyone left to play it. Also, a new 
chess set is used which MAD is now 
designing — with caveman-type pieces. 



DON MARTIN DEPT. PART II per 
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ym,‘ figure it’s really up to the 
3-59 individual to decide for himself 

2 where the engine should be! 

And now, Mr. Martin shows us what happened when he took part in a 
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LEARNING THE SCORE DEPT. 

We could’ve done this next article as 
a “Baseball Coloring Book,” but ev- 
erybody’s doing Coloring Books! And 
we could’ve done this article as a 
“Baseball Photo-Caption Book,” but 
everybody’s doing Photo-Caption 
Books. So we’ve decided to do it as 
a “Primer” which nobody’s doing yet. 

_ Except us! We’ve done them... and 
done them... and done them! It may 
not be an original format, but it’s 
seasonal. And so, with the cry of 
“Play ball!” being heard throughout 
the land... followed by the cry of 
“So what!”, we proudly present... 

THE MAD 

BASEBALL 
PRIMER 

Lesson 1. 

THE BALLPARK 

See the ballpark. 

The expensive seats are down front. 

When the sun shines, the people in them sweat. Wy 

When it rains, the people in them get wet. 

This is known as soaking the rich. 

Walk up the ramp to your seat. 
Pass the Ist tier. Pass the 2nd tier. 

When you get to the top, hear the announcer. 

He says, “Is there a doctor in the house?” 

That’s because you’ve just had a heart attack! 

THE GREAT 

AMERICAN | 
PASTIME 
Easy Lit ittle Steps To Help You Get To First Base 

wikissensnaniiinesmnneenitct scans Teaaen nN 

ARTIST: JACK RICKARD WRITER: STAN HART 

See the teams come out on the field. 

Do not bother to wave “hello” to the ballplayers. 

They will not wave back. 

They cannot see you. 

Wave “hello” to the passing airplanes. 

The pilots will wave back. 

They can see you! 

How will you know what’s happening down on the field? 

Simple! Listen to the game on your portable radio! nas OLED NE 
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Lesson 2s 

THE BASEBALL PLAYER 

See the baseball player. 

He plays ball every day. 

People consider him a hero. 

You play ball every day, too. 

People consider you a bum. 
Everyone loves the baseball player. 

People chip in money to give him a special night. 

People who make $85 a week. 

The baseball player makes $75,000 a year. 

Aren’t people a little mixed up? 

wenn 

Watch the baseball player on television. 

Some read commercials off “idiot cards.” 

Some don’t. They can’t read at all! 

Most kids want to be baseball players when they grow up. 

What do baseball players want to be when they grow up? 

nant erent tenersesnintnwtiithene, tenet nates teeters net ements neem weer memantine 

Lesson 7. 

THE BALLPARK VENDOR 

Lesson 6. 

THE KNOTHOLE GANG 
See the kids in the ballpark. 
The kind management lets them in for free. 

No one else wants to see the 10th-place team play. 

The management wants to keep the kids off the street. 

Because on the streets, a kid can’t buy 
$10 worth of hot dogs from the management. 

After the game, the kids wait for the players. 

They want to get autographs. : 

Sometimes the poor ballplayer has to push his 

way through the crowd of kids. 

Maybe you will be lucky. 

Maybe you will get knocked down by Roger Maris. 

See the vendor at the ballpark. 

See him throw you your peanuts. 

One, two, three rows behind you. 
See him throw you your change. 
One, two, three rows in front of you. 

Ask him for a hot dog. 
Watch him pass it along the row to you. 

Count the fingerprints on your roll. 
One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eccch! 4 

Also count the teeth marks on your hot dog. 

One bicuspid. Two incisors. Four molars. 
Now ask the vendor for some ice cream. 
Also ask him for a straw to drink it with. 



Lesson 3. 

THE BASEBALL FAN 

a 

a, iy —_— 

See the baseball fan. 
He knows the names of all the baseball players. 
He doesn’t know the names of his children. 

The baseball fan has a head for figures. 

He knows everyone’s batting average. 

He doesn’t know his own telephone number. 

He knows the 8rd-string catcher for the Mets. 

He doesn’t know who Kennedy is. 

The baseball fan is over 21. 

He can vote in elections. 

He can sit on juries. 

It makes you stop and think! 

Lesson 8. 

THE PARKING LOT 

See the parking lot. 

This is where you park your car. 

See the attendant. 

He sits and watches. 

He watches kids steal your hub caps. 

Also your antenna, spare tire and seat covers. 

The parking lot attendant is very athletic. 

He is a racing car driver. 

Did you know you owned a racing car? 

V-rroom! Screeech! Craashh! 
peters 

Lesson 4. 

See the sportswriter. 

The sportswriter doesn’t go to the game. 

_ He goes toa bar and watches it on TV. 
The sportswriter drinks like a man. 
But he writes like a child. 

IN Lesson 5. 
THE SPORTSCASTER 

See the sportscaster. 

The sportscaster must go to every game. 

He tells you what you are watching. 
He makes dull games sound exciting. 
Turn off the TV picture. 

Turn up the TV sound. 

Isn’t baseball exciting? 

The parking lot attendant will give your car a dent. 

In return, you must give him a tip. 

Sometimes a ball is hit out of the stadium. 

Sometimes it lands in the parking lot. 

Then you might bring home a souvenir of the game. 
Like a shattered windshield. 
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DRIBBLE ACROSS THE COURT DEPT. 
. For many years, the “Lawyer Field” on television was dominated by the famous Perry “I-Never- 
Lose-A-Case” Mason. Then, last season, a new “Legal Eagle” came upon the scene, dragging his 
son along with him. This novel “TV Lawyer Team” threatened to unseat King Mason with a 
fantastic new approach . . . mainly that some of their clients were obviously guilty, and they 
actually lost a case once in a while. Here, then, is MAD’s version of what looks like a new 
trend on TV: “Adult Lawyer Shows” — this one, a sort of legal “Father Knows Best” called . . . 

THE DEFENSERS 
ARTIST: MORT DRUCKER WRITER: LOU SILVERSTONE 

eee Oe OE Hi, a The ay WM), Because our client was Perry Mason! 
just returned a ; Boy, you should’ve seen the look on 

verdict of ‘‘Guilty’’! Gee, Dad! If we his face! He thought television 

So long, Perry! Sorry you're 
getting the chair! One last 
word of legal advice... 

Don’t sit down! lost, how come 
you're smiling? SN ALS 
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Now, if we can only get a chance 
to defend that Sam Benedict, 

we’ll have the whole TV 
Lawyer Show field to ourselv— 

. = A, Y Y/ 

Gee, Dad! You’ve been 

Courthouse steps every # 
week at the beginning 

broke from defending sue the 
What happened? 

cases as court- QYZ 
appointed attorneys! = y 

TI saw 
‘WHOLE THING! 
WHAT HAPPENED? 

i oe we . 
as ZO ; CO 

SNA AAWWWWW ie 

WW 
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La 
What happened? I'll 4 In other Are you kidding? What 

walking down these same / tell you what happened! words, 4 kind of a lawyer do 
| checked our bank you are you think | am!? I’ 

# balance! We’re almost going to ashamed of you, Son! 
of our show for years! 

m 

i, Z AZZ Wid 

so many controversial courthouse! 



A Objection overruled! 
H Son, you're still a 

OBJECT! | 1 growing boy! You have 
Why can’t | H your whole life ahead. 
have coffee, |) of you! There’s plenty 

4 of time for coffee— 

Z meee ste 
4G AA 
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Kenny, boy—someday this whole practice 
will be yours! | want you to follow in my 
footsteps and become a great attorney! 

Remember, you’re all | have... 

Though there may be gray skies, 
| don’t mind the gray skies— 

I'll still have you— 
: fd 
Yy _ Wd tarrseme 

You know—that case 
where they caught an 

official accepting 
bribes! | hope | can 
get the Judge off! 

Ouch! I’m sorry, 
Shui your Dad! It’s just 

dirt y th! that I’m supposed 
irty mouth: || to be your partner, 

and you never let 
me try a case! 

Here’s your What’s on 
coffee, Mr. the docket 

Pressedham— for this 
and your afternoon, 

milk, Kenny! 

Young lady, in 
the future, 
drive with a 

Women drivers!! 7 

g 
Z 

little more care! _ \ 

= 

4 Come here to 
{ Daday! t's | “Saeoe* j time | taught | about the 
; broads? | 

Well, first we'll file suit against 
the courthouse for personal injury 
due to negligence... and then I’ve 
got that case I’m defendingasa /£/ 

personal favor. to Judge Littagate— 

Being sorry isn’t 
enough when the law 
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What’s 
going 

on here? 

Ice Cream! 
Get your |v 

1 Tutti-Fruiti } 
Ice Cream! 

Next case: The People vs. Lawrence { 
Pressedham. Larry, you old barrister, | 
you—you’re charged with reckless { 
driving, resisting arrest, attempting | 
to bribe an officer, and inciting a 

SE bo 

How can you say ae 
that, Dad! A law 
has been broken! 

It’s nothing, 
Officer! No 

harm has been 
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Let’s go 
Bub! I’m 

taking you 
downtown! 

ME?? But— 
her car— 
| mean, 

_ She hit 

Judge 

| Vil handle 
i this, Dad, 

beena f We plead 
7 «=o serious’ | Not Guilty! 
H mistake— > 

there’s 

can’t do 
this to 
me! I’m 

a personal 
friend of 

V// a Wd 

Your honor, Mr. Officer—and ladies 7 
and gentlemen of the crowd! Alaw | 

4 has been broken, and my Daddy always f 

taught me that the law is sacred! 
So—gee whiz, | think that the guilty 
party should be tried as prescribed 
by the statues of this sovereign 

State, and... 

influence 

the law, 

eh? 

Littagate! 

Your honor, ladies 
and gentlemen of 

the jury, the State 

will prove conclu- 
sively and beyond 

a shadow of a doubt— 

. ZZ for your foolish games! Gy G G 
Gg 

That kid is 
right! A 

person ain’t 
safe on the 

4 streets no 
Dy J more! ARREST 

THAT MAN!! 

Y, 

Kenny, this is no time 

| need a lawyer! 

Y Don’t worry, 

1 object, 
your Honor! 
The District | 
Attorney is 
trying to 
turn this 
courtroom 

into a 

circus! 

Dad! Ill 

Order! One 
more outburst 

like that, 
Counsellor, 

and I'll 

‘ hold you in 
contempt! 
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_[ Gee, Dad! 7] Does the Yes, your 
Perry Mason Defense wish — (| Highness— 
always used to make an | mean— Kenny, 
to say that! opening : your Honor! what are 

; statement? 5 LO you doing? 

, Don’t worry, Dad! Hi, there, folks of the jury. | guess 
‘This is the old my learned opponent will use lots of 
Clarence Darrow high-sounding legal terms like 

bit! Juries “‘habeas corpuses’’—but I’m sure 
f always go for the that he won't fool plain, honest, 
y Right now, | my Ty X abe folksy American simple folks like you with ali that 
4 ~wish | had Yo) y —— 4 jazz. As Abe Lincoln once said, ‘‘You 
i Perry Mason ; i, Ss = can fool some of the people some 
1 as my lawyer! 77/7 os = of the time but not all of the time 
i 7 y Ul 4 most of the time’’—or something 

\ like that. So I’m sure the DA won't 
fool you people, and you'll find my 
award winning Daddy ‘‘Not.. . 
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1 Don’t worry, Dad! . The State Miss Knish, The jury will 

Dad! The 

IL have a pin to hold December! *g 

We just lost the | We may have lost calls its tell us in note that the 
Jury! I'm going } battle, but we first your own dirty old man judge 

to plead “Guilty” }# haven't won the witness, words what Miss Knish is warned 
before it’s too § war! I’ve gota Miss Lolita | | happened-on »| pointing to is 

7 _ brilliant defense Knish! the third the Defendent! 
y planned! Er, do you ES Vyas day of mr 
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| have one more 

question, Miss 
I object! The Objection 4 My telephone number is— 

ete Ws ; question is overruled! | [ y you should pardon the ex- 
mate What is _ irrelevant, The witness % pression—Flushing 0-5599. 

your telephone incompetent will answer Se 
number? and immaterial! the question! Wy, 
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ZA | have no : Will Dad—lI mean, Mr. And in those thirty years, lremind you! § 
questions ; yi Lawrence Pressedham—how how many accidents You are under oath! 
to ask this | Kenny! 7 Pressedham long have you have you had? — | Are you asking this 

j take the jury to believe 
stand! thatin 30 years, 7 

you never had even / 
one accident?! / 

ask you again... 

idiot! Kenny! You Don’t worry, 
You're § j ‘didn’t even witness Dad! I’ve got ladies and 

supposed } Order! I'll / ask me how will step an ace up my || gentlemen of 
7—-tobe —f-travetoesk 7 i the accident down! sleeve... the jury, | 

defending | the witness 7 awyer! ~—YH SS happened, or— ; ask that you 
; ! f tostop f : bring ina 

badgering , “nares \ verdict of 
the Counsel! pe A py “‘Guilty!”’ 
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Ladies and gentlemen, my client What’s to 
is charged with reckless driving! has heard deliberate? 
However, since his driver’s license || the evidence! |} We find the - sentence, J by reason of insanity! 
expired three weeks prior to the You may defendent does the j Anybody that would 
alleged accident, | move that, as retire and defendent 7 let that grinning 

an unlicensed driver, he cannot be deliberate wish to imbecile act as his Sam Benedict 
. held legally responsible for any until you makea / lawyer MUST be I'll have the whole 
violations that occurred while he reach a a statement? 7 stark, raving mad! TV Lawyer Show field 
was operating a vehicle. In the verdict! y ; to MYSELF! WYWi, 
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Sorry, Dad! Give my- 
regards to Perry Mason &% 
when you see him! Now 

if | can only get a Y 
chance to defend that | 

Before | Your Honor, | should 
pronounce 7 be found ‘‘Not Guilty’’ 
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MAINSAIL 4 

STACK 

AFTER SAILS 

FORWARD SAILS 

Cut out all of the above pieces very carefully with scissors, razor blade or veeblefetzer, then 
place them aside until you are ready for them. Do not lose them, as they are very important parts 
of the MAD ZEPPELIN! We repeat: Do not lose them, because if you do you will have to buy another 
Annual to replace them and—on second thought, do what you want with them—heh-heh, no fools we! 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 
Punch out BALLOON UNIT #1, 

form into a cylinder by locking A tabs 
together, making sure that the tabs 
are hidden inside the balloon. Next, 

lock all B tabs together on each end 
of balloon by holding one section with 
one hand and gently curving the next 
section upward and backward, then 
slipping the two slots together as 
shown in FIG. 1. 

FIG. 1. 

Next, punch out BALLOON UNIT 
#2, fold back all locking tabs on C, 

_D,’E; F, G, and H. Form into cone 

shape by inserting tabs C and D into 
slots C and D. Attach cone to main 
part of balloon by inserting tabs E, F, 
G and H into corresponding slots as 
shown in FIG. 2. 

FIG. 2. 

Use the same procedure with BAL- 
LOON UNIT #3, completing the en- 
tire balloon. 

To assemble hull, punch out HULL 
UNIT, fold back on center perfora- 

tion, fold up partially on side perfora- 
tions, forming a keel. Fold back tabs" 

M and lock together at the bow. Then 
lock tabs N at the stern. 

Before completing hull, fold 
WHEEL STRUT UNITS and insert in- 
to slots marked O from inside the hull 

as in FIG. 3. 

FIG. 3. 

To attach DECK UNIT, first fold 

down all tabs, then slide tabs P into 

tabs marked P on HULL UNIT. Then, - 
working toward the stern, insert tab 
Q into slot Q and repeat with R and 
S. 33 



Fold transom down and insert tabs 
T into slots T while at the same time 

slipping tabs U into the fold of the 
keel as shown in FIG. 4. 

Fold tab V forward and lock into 
slot V on the hull. 

Add BOW UNIT by folding, then 
placing tabs W into slot W on deck, 
after which you can slip lower por- 
tion X into opening at the lower part 
of the bow. (See FIG. 5.) 

o 

FIG. 5. 

Fold MAST and insert lower part 
Y into slot Y on deck. The RUDDER 
34 

is attached by placing parts marked 
Z and Z! into corresponding slots on 
transom and keel. 

The boiler is constructed by form- 
ing a cylinder with BOILER UNIT 
#1, locking tabs #1 into slots #1 as 
shown in FIG. 6. 

FIG. 6a. 

Insert BOILER UNIT #1 into hole 
in DECK UNIT (FIG. 6a) until tabs 
#2 lock into slots #2 on BOILER 
UNIT #1. Place BOILER UNIT #2 
on top of BOILER UNIT #1 by in- 
serting running lights (#3 and #4) 
into slots #3 and #4. 

Fasten YARDARM to MAST by in- 
serting #5 and #6 into correspond- 
ing slots on mast. 

The FLAG merely folds in half at 
#7 and fits into slot #7 at the peak 

of mast. 
The WHEELS are attached to the 

WHEEL STRUTS by folding each 
wheel on the perforated line, then 
slipping the slots O onto end of struts 
as shown in FIG. 7. 

7 NS FIG. 7. 

You will now discover that there 

are no more pieces left and the Zep- 
pelin is still incomplete. Now is the 
time to remember what you did with 
‘those pieces you cut out and laid 
aside. As soon as you find them, or 
buy another Annual, take the black 
one marked STACK and roll it 
around a pencil. This will make a 
tube which you can insert, bottom- 
down, into the hole in the top of the 
boiler. Push it down as far as it will 
go. If it goes all the way down and 
out the bottom, you forgot to remove 
the pencil. 



Carefully cut out these pieces of 
thread, or if you’re chicken, use 
real thread for rigging Zeppelin. 

The MAINSAIL is attached by in- 
serting tabs #8 and #9 on the sail 
into slots #8 and #9 on the yard 
arm. Then insert tab #10 on lower 
part of sail into slot #10 on lower 
part of mast. 

To rig Zeppelin, follow above 

drawing, fastening thread through 
punctured tabs as shown, using a 
needle. FORWARD and AFTER 
SAILS are attached by folding on 
dotted lines, placing in position on 
rigging, and fastening with tabs into 
slots as shown in FIG. 8. 
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From a CHEF 

t LAr 
pucanie ae fe ni A 
STATION AER 

I’ve clocked the motion of the wind, 
And looked at my barometer; 

I’ve watched the movements of the clouds, 
And studied my thermometer; 

No matter how | check my charts 
And scan the skies of blue, 
| know that | shall never find 
A hot air mass like you! 

live-covered nots wi Bellin ee eee \ SS First pour in kindness, wisdom, cheer, 
and fighting in Algiers; 4. r 7. Good fellowship and trust; 

I’ve tangled with Katanga tribes ao AN Then blend in patience, courage and 

and dodged their poison spears; se, A viewpoint that is just; 
I’ve seen the savage Red Chinese; Vo, A pinch of wit and merriment 

I’ve braved the atom bomb; ! —e 7 a — Completes this loving snack; 

But nothing, Dad, will ever beat me Pe | He \A = I know that you'll enjoy it, Dad, 
Those fights you have with Mom! 2 | oo Cause all these things you lack! 



ceived hundreds of letters asking us not 
to run a selection of ‘Father's Day 
Cards From Special People,” which is why 
we now proudly present this selection of 

CARDS 
PEOPLE 
From a LANDLORD 

I think of you this Father’s Day 
And brush aside a tear; 

I weep that we have been apart 
Throughout this lonely year; 

Although you're living hand-to-mouth, 
Please hear my sad lament— 

You'd still be living here with me 
If you had paid your rent! 

parerrTeCO Pity 
mt 

Your pancreas is calcified; 

Your fibroblasts are clotting; 

And near your seventh vertebra 

A spinal disc is rotting; 

Your liver’s twice its normal size; 

One lung is turning gray; 
| hope your life is filled with joy 

This happy Father’s Day! 

rf 
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( You filled me with ambition— 
| And then you took me in the firm 

And gave me a position; 
4 Secretly, behind your back, 

Your stock I have acquired; 
} | I now own 51 per cent— 
: And guess what, Dad? 

You're fired! 

When I was young, you bullied me 
And filled me with defiance; 

And so I joined the Peace Corps, Dad, 

To get some self-reliance; 

Out here, I’ve learned to be a man; 
I’m more mature now, really; 

I’m sending home my seven wives; 

I hope you speak Swahili! 



DON MARTIN DEPT. PART Ill 

THE INVENTOR 

at the 
NOVELTY COMPANY 

Wait till the Boss sees it! 1’ll 
get a raise immediately. Why, he 
might even give me a percentage 

of the stock! 

Ahh! At last I’ve got it! The most 
original novelty gun to ever hit 

the market!! 

Sorry to barge in on you like this, 
J. C.—but I’ve just invented a 

novelty gimmick twenty years ahead 
of its time! Watch... 
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READERS’ RASPINGS 

ooooops! 

Thought you would like to see the way I finished 
Project #2694 from your May issue. The plans 
were easy to follow, but somehow I feel that I must 

have made an error along the way. Can you tell me 
where I went wrong? 

Marvin Piltz 
Fleabrain, Ohio 

You didn’t make the error, Marv—we did! Our lit- 
tle ol’ plan-maker slipped up all along the way. 
Where a specification should have read 3” he stu- 
pidly wrote 3’. Sorry! 

WHOA! 

Last year, you published six chapters on Taxi- 
dermy, starting with the February issue. I studied 
real hard and finished your course, but I keep on 
having the same problem. I just can’t get the ani- 

mals to stand still long enough for me to stuff 
them. What’s wrong? 

Sidney Sproom 
Gamey, Georgia 

Actually, there were seven chapters on Taxidermy, 
starting with the January issue, Sidney. We sug- 
gest you get a hold of that first chapter as it con- 
tains an extremely important first step! 

PEACHY 

My family and I built this house entirely out of 
sandpapered peach pits following your plans (Proj- 
ect #1569). We can hardly wait to move in, which 
will be just as soon as we get out of the hospital 
where we are being treated for Acute Pellagra due 

-to eating nothing but peaches for the past nine- 
and-a-half years. 

John Malnutrition 
Beri-Beri, Kansas 

GRATEFUL 

I made the “Nuts-And-Bolts Necklace” sug- 
gested in your last issue. It turned out to be one 
of the best things I ever did. I gave it to my wife 
on our 25th Wedding Anniversary, and my life has 
been a joy ever since she left me. 

A. Freeman 
Peaceful, Utah 
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ON THE MARKET FUNCUN CJ; 

REAL, BUT HARMLESS! 
Most States do not allow any guns sold 
without permits. Naturally, the type of 
people who read this ad, especially kids, 
have no such permits. But that’s no rea- oe, 
son to deny them the simple and harmless A A 
pleasure of owning and fondling and ca- JU 
ressing their very own gun. So we’ve im- 
ported these lovely German automatics 
without firing pins. Naturally, without 98 
their firing pins, it’s okay to sell r 
them in every State, even to kids—but 
of course ONLY as collectors’ items. 

FUN GUN » Box 5983, Luger, Wisconsin 
Electric Outlet Tester Cord 

This simple device affords a simple, yet FIRING PINS—ONLY Sc 
foolproof method for testing wall receptacles 
to find out whether current if flowing out or A rare opportunity for collectors of firing pins. Our 
not. Available from “Hotline Industries, Inc.” overseas buyer just happened to come upon a large col- 
Dept. Bzzt, Black Hand, South Dakota. $2.95 lection of new firing pins that fit German automatics. 

FIRING PINS, Box 5983, LUGER, WISCONSIN 

NEW SECRET ARABIAN POWDER FORMULA 

MAKES FISH BITE! 

Inexpensive Burglar Alarm 

Here’s a sharp little item. When placed be- 
neath a window, it quickly discourages any If you've ever been humiliated by fishing all day and not get- 
burglar from breaking into your home. When ting a bite, here is your chance to get even. This secret pow- 
you’ve made your point, an alarm is sounded, der has been used by generations of Arab Bedouins. When sprink- 
according to how loud the burglar yells. Now led into water, it causes fish to suffer extreme itching sen- 

. “ . ©? sation. Not having any way of scratching, the fish become frus- 
eee neva cee ae Sones trated, then furious. They snap at anything. No hooks or bait 

ept. I-l-1-1:, IL0troot, io, $5. Carns needed. Simply stick end of rod into water, and dozens of fish 
will clamp onto it. Caution: Powder’s effects last for weeks, 

| _ SO SWIMMING CAN BE EXTREMELY DANGEROUS! 

ITCHY FISHY BAIT 
FISHY PRODUCTS CO., SUCKERCON, ARK. 

BOOK OF SOLUTIONS TO 
1000 REPAIR PROBLEMS 

Ends Daily Garbage Problems ; ; 

Installed in a corner of your kitchen Yes, you'll find the solution to every 
floor, this attractive sunken garbage can repair problem, and you don t need tools 
lid ends the messy job of carrying out for any of them. Available free. Call 
the garbage daily, and makes it an easy your local telephone company and ask for 
once-a-year affair, mainly when the basement 
is filled up. Available through “Yecchh “THE CLASSIFIED TELEPHONE DIRECTORY” 
Industries,” Dept. Feh, Glop, Georgia. $11.95 
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CHISEL MADE FROM SCREWDRIVER 3 SCREWDRIVER MADE FROM KNIFE. 

Filing the tip of a screwdriver down to the Now you need a screwdriver, because you made 
widest part and honing it to a sharp edge a chisel out of it. Don’t fret. Simply snap 
is a quick, easy way to make a handy chisel. off the tip of a knife flat, and you have it. 

KNIFE MADE FROM SAW = = ee SAW. MADE FROM SCRAPER 
You need a knife, but the one you had is now You’re out a saw now, because it’s a knife. 
a screwdriver. Well, just file the teeth off Well, that’s easy. Simply file some teeth 
a keyhole saw and then sharpen up the edge. into a paint scraper and you’re in business. 

SCRAPER MADE FROM FILE | 3 FILE MADE FROM STEEL RULE 
Your scraper is now a saw, so if you need If you find you need a file because your old 
one, take a flat file and grind all the cut- one is now a scraper, take a steel straight- 
ting grooves off until it’s flat and smooth. edge and cut cross-hatch grooves into it. 

"STEEL RULE MADE FROM CHISEL CHISEL MADE FROM SCREWDRIVER 
Since your straightedge is now a file, and Filing tip of a screwdriver down to widest 
you'll be needing one, take a long chisel, part and honing to a sharp edge is quickest 
mark off inches, and grind cutting edge flat. way to make a chisel — and here we go again! 



SHOPCRAFTS PROJECT #2698 

FULL SCALE STRATOJET 
Built Entirely of Scrap Materials HIS FULL-SCALE “STRATOJET,” with a 

range of over 5000 miles and a cruising speed 
of over 600 mph, has been designed by our experts 
so that it can be easily constructed by our readers 
using nothing but scrap materials and items found 
around the home and in local junkyards. 

The plans (complete in this issue) clearly show 
how these items can be adapted to the project. For 
example, the jet engines are made out of old tank- 
type vacuum cleaners. The passenger seats come 
from razed movie theaters that have been con- 
verted into supermarkets. Many shortcuts have 
been included to speed assembly. Estimated time 
of completion, calculated on the basis of an aver- 
age family working during spare time, is 385 
hours. Of course, that’s an average Popular Scien- 
tific Mechanic editor’s family, which numbers 345 
people. The average American family would have 
to spend about 132,625 hours. So set aside about 
14% years, gang. 

But it will be all worthwhile. The advantages of 
owning a craft like this are limitless. For: one 
thing, it can be operated profitably as a commer- 
cial conveyance in certain backward nations 
where safety inspections are not strictly enforced. 
It can also be used for personal pleasure as an 
ideal airborne mobile home. 
Now let’s get started: First comes the job of 

collecting the junk materials necessary. A 50-ton 
trailer truck would be helpful, but if this is not 
available, you can always employ other methods 

(Continued on pages 67 thru 3,488) 

LIST OF MATERIALS 

AIRPLANE | None! This is a full- 
CEMENT {size model, you idiot! 

120 3-seaters for 
first class 

40 2-seaters for 
_ economy class 
2 1-seaters for 

lavatories 

120 plastic for 1st 
class 

40 paper for 
economy class 

DANISH 120 stale one-day-old 
PASTRY 40 fresh 

7,463,628,100.00 
(Cont. on pg. 4101) 

2 Volkswagen i 
4 Mack Truck 

PROPELLERS 434) "0™ {hiss 

One each: Hammer, 
pliers, scissors, 
pencil, drill, saw 
can opener, X-acto 
knife set, Box of 
Bandaids, Scotch 
Tape (Cont. on page 

4101) 

WORKING PLAN SHEET #1 VOLUME 1 

FLATTENING CANS FOR “SKIN” OF PLANE. 

2. CUT EACH CAN 
LENGTHWISE 

1. CUT BOTTOMS* 
AND TOPS OFF CANS 

*CHECK TO SEE IF CANS ARE 
EMPTY TO AVOID EXTRA WORK 
OF CLEANING UP SPILLED GOOK. 

JET POD 

CONSTRUCTION 

3. RIVET METAL SECTIONS 

TO RIBS OF PLANE 

ANCHOR TANK TyPE \ 7 5 
VACUUM CLEANER 
WITN CLIPS AND RIVETS 

HOW TO MAKE RIVETS 
METHOD OF 

()}-— — Fartenne 
t RIVETS 

1. MARK FOR CUTTING <= 

METAL BLOCK 

Continued on Pages 9,846 thru 22,849 
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Here’s another installment of that friendly rivalry between the man in black and 
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anyone would recognize them as | __ = 

j 1S} 36¢! You must admit, they |SA 

e 

2 

THE PRICE IS A RIOT DEPT. 

A few issues back, you marvelled at the ingenious business methods employed by “MAD’s Movie 
Theater Owner of the Year.” Well, those little tricks of his were “child’s play” compared to... 

MADS DISCOUNT CENTER’ 
OWNER OF THE YEAR 

WRITER: LARRY SIEGEL 

Once again, MAD has assigned me to interview a prosperous 
business man, and get the inside story on his operation! Mr. 

A.K. Kuttrayte, owner of the nation’s largest and most success- 

4 ful Discount Center . .. my name is Dorothy Killfifth, and I’ve 
been dying to meet you! You see, up to now, | thought everybody 5, 

_ did all their shopping at Tiffany’s . . . like me! 

Exactly! Here’s the Thomas 
Jefferson Washer, which is 
made in Tokyo, and here’s 
the William. Shakespeare 

Washer, made in Yokohama, 
and here’s the Babe Ruth, 
which offers a saving of 
180 yen—heh-heh—sorry, 

No thanks, Mr. Kuttrayte. For 

a start, I'd like to see those 
famous name brand washing 
machines which you sell at 

fantastically low prices. Your 
ads say.that you can’t mention 
the famous name brands, but 

nas they sawthem... 
sw] g 

ARTIST: WALLACE WOOD 

Miss Killfifth . . . welcome to magnificent fabulous 400-acre 
“Kuttrayte City’. . . the only store on earth where you can buy 
everything under one roof! Matter of fact, we'll even sell you 

the roof! Let’s see. . . it cost us $495,000! We'll sell it 
to you for $400,000! That’s 20% off! Quite a discount! 

b E 

Of course! But they forget about it fast! And 
once we've dragged them into a store of this 
size, they’re bound to buy something else . 

z I EOE 

Oh, excuse me, Miss Killfifth, | must have aj 
word with that Women’s Wear Dept. clerk! 

rb aS t 

Mr. Kuttrayte, 
aren’t you 

cheating the 
customers with 
those phony 

name brand ads? 



Vieck! What's the idea of smiling and Sorry, sir! |lostmy ¥- You see, Miss Killfifth, when customers come For example, 
talking politely to that customer? You head! If you like, I'll [| | to a Discount Center, they expect to be treated there’s Arnold 

know you should be scowling and ignoring [| take a refresher course = like dirt by the clerks, and they expect messy Pfefferschmidt 
@ her! And look how disgustingly neat this in “‘Counter Sloppiness ; counters! It’s all part of the bargain-hunting ... the most 

counter is! Mess it up, man! Mess it up! || and Discourtesy’”’ at the; psychology! They figure the less money we successful 
Make it look as if 8000 customers have store’s Sales Training ¥ spend on good clerks and store neatness, the salesman in the 
been rummaging through it for fantastic School, sir... _ i more savings we pass on to them in bargains! whole store! 

BARGAINS! 
: 7 /A\ i EVAN 

, Now, this power mower sells | see. In other 
a ‘vel i clock is everywhere for about $64. So words, the public 
ne Center’’ and explain eb aelinecaiay ay pa right! what we do ig write down on only thinks they - 

our unique pricing notion that sieckCon the wall says 2:30! Our the price tag: “‘LIST PRICE: are saving money! 
structure here at That's wrong! It's only 1:30 now \ “Garden $112. OUR PRICE: —$64.!”’ But what happens 
‘“‘Kuttrayte City’’. , * : cant Center” | See, the trick is to make up when you put this 
It’s only a short - i> is i : a ridiculous list price for same power mower 

walk—about three wh ~* f 2 the tag and then sell the on a “Special 
or four miles... ss i y item for more or less what 
penne , ; it usually sells for in the 

first place! 

Simple! We And if we still can’t sell it, all we do is | notice Oh, yes! But Just one second, sir, while | 
raise the _| change the list price to $199, and our price you allow we prefer get Mr. Frammis, our Counter 
list price to $139! For some reason, most slobs won't - customers cash! So we Supervisor to contact Mr. 
to $139— [ees touch a reasonably priced item! But sell the to pay by have some Flooper, our Section Supervisor, : 

Saya) exact same thing for < lot more dough, and check! ingenious to contact Mr. Grimlit, our 

they grab it! Around here, we call this 3 ways of Store Supervisor, to okay your 
discouraging 
this practice! 

Watch... 

check. You see, Mr. Grimlit is 
the only one on our staff who 

can read and write! 

\f 

Be, system “The Law of Supply and Idiots’. . . 



Miss Killfifth! We'll sell 
anything here! But obviously 
nobody is going to just walk 

While we’re waiting for 

Mr. Grimlit to handle 
that customer, | wish 
you'd tell me what 
those beat-up old 
packing crates are 

doing on this counter? 
You’re not selling them, 

are you? 

Oh, look! Our check-paying 
customer has finally gotten 
through to Mr. Grimlit ... 

Hmmm! So you want to pay by check! 
May | see your Driver’s License, 
your Army Discharge papers, your 

Social Security card, Library 
card, three Character References, 
Loyalty Clearance documents, and 
your Blood Type classification— sey 

ATTENTION! ATTENTION ALL 
SHOPPERS! FOR THE NEXT 

FIFTEEN MINUTES ONLY, THE 
up and buy beat-up old packing # FIRST LUCKY 25 CUSTOMERS 
crates! We have to—heh-heh— 

encourage them. That’s why we 
have our unique loud-speaker | 

system! Listen... 

WHO GET TO COUNTER 12 . 
WILL BE ABLE TO BUY 
BEAT-UP OLD PACKING 

CRATES AT THE FANTASTIC 
LOW PRICE OF ONLY $34.00 | 

A CRATE!! 

_ | don’t know Miss Killfifth! There’s 
something about an announcement 
over a loud-speaker that arouses. 
the buying instincts of the public, 
no matter what we're selling! So far 
this year, I’ve cleared $90,000 on 

.junk like this . . . not to mention the 
$1400 I've saved on Garbage ~ 

Removal Service .. . 

That poor guy is not nearly out of the woods yet! 
But now, I'd like you to see our “‘Hi-Fi Center’ — 
or “STEREO-ARAMA”’, as we call it. We like to tack 
on catchy “‘ARAMA"’ tags to all our departments! 

To my left is ““TOY-ARAMA”! Next to it is ““TV-ARAMA”! 
To my right is ‘““AUTO-ARAMA”! We sell yachts at 

| “MARINE-ARAMA"! And authentic space rockets over 
_there at “MISSILE-ARAMA"’! 

ll, : What's this This will our new IT CERTAINLY] [ YOU CAN SAY THAT AGAIN! BUT PLEASE DON’T! 
oS me section you're “Discount Funeral IS NOISY IN THE LESS TALKING IN HERE, THE BETTER! 
BO } building here? Parlor”! We're going to HERE, MR. ACTUALLY, THE MINIMUM TIME ANY CLERK CAN 
Bee " = call it “DEATH-ARAMA” KUTTRAYTE! WORK IN THIS HI-Fl DEPARTMENT IS 3 DAYS! 
|| “ee FB Ae AFTER THAT, WE SEND THEM TO A BOILER 
@,, Bj FACTORY FOR A WEEK, TO RELAX THEIR NERVES! © @ — - 
1® 
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1 THINK | I think it’s a nice [@ Yes, we love to have the kids in 
gesture on your part | here. They’re the most potent 

THAT'S SO THE CUSTOMERS CAN’T re to provide room on | buying force in the country! If 
HEAR HOW BAD THE SOUND GOES! MAY I the shopping carts the parents don’t maneuver their 

REPRODUCTION IS ON INDIVIDUAL BRSEE THE FOOD for children. It makes | carts directly down the middle of 
MODELS. YOU SEE, THESE ARE ALL |] SECTION NOW, | it so much easier for | the aisle, and happen to get just 
FAMOUS NAME BRAND HI-FI SETS! PLEASE... their parents to shop! j a little too close to a shelf, 

FOR EXAMPLE, HERE’S THE : “8 aes Y "1 the kids will grab down anything 
ALEXANDER THE GREAT STEREO- & SEY we y and throw it in the cart... 

MASTER... AND HERE'S THE LOUIS 7) 
E MUSIC CENTER... 

_¥. 7a Es 

oy S S ~ 

aaa 
: est OW cae ons! BEE. pm 

ge 

P's) 

Of course—heh-heh—we sort of help things @ Oh, look, Mr. : Miss Killfifth, mistakes Exactly! We always jam the 
along with our carts! You'll notice that | Kuttrayte! Your can happen! We're only middle of an aisle with boxes 

every one moving now has a crooked front — company goofed! if human! But don’t worry ... you know, pretending we 
wheel! We have a special company in | There’s a woman | about her! We’ll get her are re-stocking the shelves! 

Muncie, Indiana, that builds nothing but # wheeling a cart | in the next aisle! Come, 1 Then we station clearks all 
crooked-wheeled shopping carts for us. | with straight I'll show you. . @ around to guard them! Believe 
They've got it down to a science. No cart F 7 .F me, there’s no way for this 
can move three feet without veering off = S : woman to escape from this 

to the side . . . towards a shelf! ©. ; i PP ; aisle with less than 39 cans 
g : / lpm sae Efe... i | of salted peanuts now! 

= 

And this, Right! And I’m particularly proud of his department! Not Oh, here's Damn idiot tried to sell some tomatoes that 
your “Fruit weren't wrapped in cellophane! Not that we | assume; only are these checkers fast, but they’re also very 

and Vegetable | | wrap things in cellophane for sanitary reasons. is your imaginative! Angela, here, is my most creative checker! 
Section’’! But Actually, the stuff isn’t even washed before’ check-out Look at that . . . $4.59 for a can of peas! $5.12 for a 
why is that it's wrapped! The cellophane makes it tough counter! grapefruit! Oh, look at that! $11.29 for a box of tooth- 
store police- for a customer to squeeze the merchandise picks! Genius! Sheer genius! Yes, sir—if we don’t get the 
man dragging 
off the clerk? 
pore 

to see if it’s rotten . . . which it often is! 
oF 

s) 
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| don’t understand! 

Don’t the people 

know they’re being 

charged ridiculous 
prices? 

No, these girls work their machines 
much too fast! And even when a customer 

gets home... with eight huge bags of 
food, who bothers to check over a long 

list of tabulated prices? Know what | mean? 

Sines 

Oh, there’s Now, sir, if you don’t mind, 
that customer we're going to take your 
again—the one picture for identification 
who wants to 9 purposes. After that, we’ll 

i pay by check! |_| fingerprint you. Then there'll 
be a physical check-up out in 

back! You will fall out in 
raincoat and helmet liner, 
Carrying a spoon. Then,... 

DO? There’s only one thing to 
do! Clear the store of people! 
Sheldon, get the oil-soaked 

rags! Herman, get the gasoline! 
Tony, get the blow torches! 

Frank, get the money from the 

safe! Sidney, get my insurance 
agent on the phone! | want to 
make sure |’m covered for the 

fire |'m about to have! 

Goodbye, Mr. Kuttrayte! 
Thank you for the 

interview ...and I’m 
terribly sorry about 

your losing your store! 

Amazing! [73 Oh, yes! And the folks who collect them 
Oh, | see{ get all kinds of wonderful free gifts! 
you give § Of course, we have to foot the bill for 
trading the gifts . . . so what we do is tack a few 
stamps, | cents on the price of each item, and 

too! 

Well, Mr. 

Kuttrayte! 
I’ve seen 
enough! 
Enough to 
make me 

Oh, forget it! We 
do this all the 

time! | should 
clear a few million 

or so from the 
insurance | 

company... 

is opening a new Discount Center right across 
the street! He’s calling it “‘Cuttpryce County”! 
And it’s going to cover 1000 more acres than 

| we manage. . . we manage! Actually, it’s 
a great set-up! It costs each customer 
an extra $50 or so a year fora “‘free’ -— 
$25 gift . . . if she ever finishes saving © 

for it in the first place! : 

Mr. Kuttrayte! Terrible news! P.U. Cuttpryce 

our store! His prices will be lower, he'll sell 
stuff we don’t sell, and what’s. more—he’s 

store so people will never have to leave the 
place! What are we going to do? 

... $0 drop in and see me again in a few | 
months! I’ll be in my new Discount Center, 

a few miles down the road! I’m goingto | 
call it “Kuttrayte Kountry’! We’Il sell for 
even less than ‘‘Cuttpryce County’’—and § 

we're going to have our own form of 
government—and our own money—and 
our own President, ME, and our own... 

= 



Mother-wise, you’re bliss itself; 

You win; you touch all bases; 

If you were packaged on a shelf, 

I'd buy a dozen cases; 

Your rating is quadruple A; 

In Momsville, you‘re a giant; 

Affection-wise, I’ve got to say 

You are my favorite client! 

Pomerat, EVERY LENS | HAVE 
We’ve been apart, it’s sad to state; 2 : TO GRIND: FACH TIME j START 
I plan to come and see you soon; 3 

Please meet the plane when I arrive. 4 “ TO FIT A FRAME,1! THINK OF YOU; | 

1. The second Sunday of Each May | - SPEAK YOUR NAME: | HOPE YOUR DAY IS FILLED 
aan Suess 1 | _ WITH PLENTY: IF YOU READ THIS, YOU’RE TWENTY-TWENTY! 
3. Expect me on the 5th of June 

4. TWA, Flight 605 



Vly 

You are the ace of @ tome, 

So, Mother, hear this 9 -felt plea; 

aoe patios! Jer ne fisyewith toys Your charm will never flag (decline) 
Or join a teenage 4 of boys; Nor be fugacious (fleeting) ; 
You never let me be a scout; | I think that you are dulcet (sweet) ; 
The baseball @ , too, was out; Your smile is fulgent (sunny); 
You taught me bridge, as if you knew But as for me, I’m torpid (beat), 

I'd end up with no friends but you! So please send lucre (money)! 

I’m sending you, Oh Mother mine, 
This brief epistle (greeting); 

wypy wut) ayy vp fhHYh 
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Ive checked the movements of the stars; Vour horoscope, i have to sau, 

The sun is in Aquarius; Looks bad, the way I read it; 

I’ve also found the planet Mars So best of luck, this Mothers Day; 

I; crossing Sagittarius; It looks like you will need it! 
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This Mothers Day, I ask you please, 
Try not to feel depressed; 

Control those manic tendencies, 
Those surges of unrest; 

Those outbursts of hostility, 

Those tantrums that you throw; 
Oh, Mother, you will always be 

The greatest gal I know! 

Us 

TO MOTHER 
L a 

The count-down has begun, oh Mom; 

The firing time draws near; 

The yelling through the intercom 

Reminds me of you, Dear; 

Remember how you’d scream and then 

Predict how | would reach the height... 

(4——3——2——1 . . . Not again!!) 

... Of failure? Mother, you were right! 

Oh, Mother, | recall wit’ joy 
Jus’ how you trained me as a boy; 

Wuz you who taught me all I know, 
Like robbin’ banks and layin’ low; 

Wuz you who taught me forgery; 

Wuz also you who squealed. on me, 
And sent me to the local pen, 

Where now I’m servin’ 5 to 10! 



DON MARTIN DEPT. PART IV | 

THE SUICIDE 
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| have such a pain... Madam, | do not give curbside 
right here! Do you advice! If you wish to consult 
think it’s serious? me professionally, make an 

appointment at my office! 

; ee ba 

HALVAH | 
: fe b, 

If you had come down with this illness : ... but today, medical science has 

several years ago, there wouldn’t be made great inroads—and we know how 

much we doctors could do for it... || to treat is successfully. Pardon me 
a moment while | look it up in one 

of my reference books! 

(dR ORAL FREEMAN\ DR.ORAL FREEMAN 
aaa 

a 

It never fails! Every time... Haven't | told you over and over a ... because that’s when our 

like clock work!! thousand times that if you must get sick, regular doctor is OFF CALL! 
DON’T do it on weekends, Wednesdays, 
legal holidays, golf tournament season, 

or medical convention time... 



I’m always being stopped on the street 
and asked for free medical advice! What 

if | were to give that advice and it 
turned out wrong? Could | be sued— 

under the circumstances? 

Let me listen 
to your chest! 

Doctor, | do not give curbside advice! By the way Doc—! have such a pain... 
right here! Do you think it’s serious? If you wish to consult me professionally, 

make an appointment at my office! 

| didn’t realize you 
were in so much pain! 

It’s not that! It’s 
your darn stethoscope! 

IT’S ICE COLD!! 

Hello? Dr. Gittelson? I’ve 
been trying to read the 

instructions you wrote out 
for me! What does... 



Dr. Lipman, I’m miserabull—sniff! I've got a howwibull 
co’d—sniff! My eyes are wadderink, my nose is ruddink, 

and my throat is sore—sniff! What should | do—sniff?? 

Well, young lady! 
| don't find anything 
physically wrong with 
you! Certainly, a 16- 
year-old should have 
more up-and-at-’em! 

Oh, hello, 

Doctor! As 
long as you’re 
here ... why 

do | keep 
gaining weight? 

But, 

I 
feel 

awful, 
Doctor! 

way... 
how’s your 
boyfriend, 

Roger Willco? 

Roger Willco? MY 
Boyfriend?? That 
dirty two-timing 
double-crosser!! 

He likes that phony 
hair-tinting hussy, 
Sylvia Saddlesoap!! 

Doctor, is this examination 
going to take much longer? 

You have a severe 
case of open mouth! 
Try to keep cake and 
candy away from it! 

Doctor, as long as you’re here, 
could you take a look at Rita? 
She gets terrible headaches 

after watching TV all day! 
What should | do? 

The best thi’g you can do fo’ a co’d—sniff—is to take 
two aspirids—sniff—and go to bed and stay dere—sniff! 

| see! Er—Mrs. Cotter, 
I’m giving you this 
perscription! Take it 

down to Oaks Pharmacy 
and have them fill it! 

Il wanna get home in time 
to watch “Ben Casey’”’! 

I’ve been getting 
hoarse lately, 

Doctor! Can you 
suggest something? 

Yes, disconnect 
your telephone! - 



Penicillin for a sore throat! My dear Mrs. McMullin! Hello! I’m | feel terrible! Well, we can fix that up 
Ridiculous! In the old country, Medical science has come home! Hey— I think I’m in a jiffy! Is there any 

we used to take garlic, vinegar, a long way since then! what’s the coming down with garlic, vinegar, and 
and limburger cheese—grind it The cure that you suggest matter a sore throat!! limburger cheese in the 
all together—put the mixture belongs back in the ignorant, with you ? 
in a hot towel—and wrap it superstitious Dark Ages!! 
around the neck! It worked 

every time! 

Officer, this car that’s — Can’t you see it’s got an “M.D.” = I e 26 
sak ane o, A omen license plate? The doctor is || =| SHOPLIFTING 

raffic! Why don’t you probably on an emergency call! Ae eee : = — CHRISTMAS | 

Vt SELL FLeece- | i 

— 
give the owner a ticket? 

Dr. Miller—sob—this is Mary... Mary... Will you get off But, Your medicine can wait! 
Mrs. Phillips! My husband Groan!! Groan! Can \j my back? Can’t you Mary, The doctor will be here 
seems to be getting worse! san you come see I’m busy? | feel in twenty minutes! I’ve 
I’m terribly worried—sob! yar awful! got to straighten out 

Could you please come over Ce j , Can | the house, clean the 
and have a look at him.. .? Ke 7h A) wT have my % bathroom, and put out 
Oh, thank you, Doctor! a OD Vai YY Cee medicine, {| fresh towels! You don’t 

Thank you... > | ‘ (Gia hy ‘i please? }} want the doctor to think 
os 4 } we’re slobs do you? 

Doctor, | don’t seem to | || Try getting up | | Well, || Goodbye, || Goodbye!|| Goodbye! | | HEY, DOC! REMEMBER ME? I’ 
have much of an appetite |} earlier—like thanks, || Doctor! ee) een PATIENT YOU CAME TO EXAMINE! 

lately! Especially after before desert! Doctor! " 

a big meal! , sen se IE { , 



ALL THE NEWS THAT WE FEEL 
LIKE PRINTING, AND IF YOU 
DON’T LIKE IT... TOUGH! 

FEBRUARY 15, 1963 
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“Festerville’s LEADING Newspaper—be: 

ARTIST: JOE ORLANDO 

DAILY MONOPOLY WINS COVETED 
“HENRY R. LUCE AWARD” FOR 
EXCELLENCE IN NEWS REPORTING 
NEW YORK, Feb. 18 — Henry R. Luce, Editor-in-Chief of 
LIFE and TIME Magazines, presented The Daily Monopoly with 
his annual award for “‘Excellent News Reporting” today. 

“Of all the newspapers considered,” 
said Luce, “The Daily Monopoly most 
closely follows the long-established 
journalistic traditions of LIFE and 
TIME, in not allowing such mundane 
and unimportant things as facts to 
stand in the way of the personal feel- 
ings and prejudices of its publisher 
and editor in the presentation of 
straight news.” 

Accepting the coveted award for 
The Daily Monopoly at ceremonies 
held in The Waldorf-Astoria Hotel 
was publisher Humphrey Thorpe- 
Fester. After the presentation, a lousy 
roast beef dinner was served, which 
should have been filet mignon, con- 
sidering importance of the occasion. 

We believe that in a Free Press, there 
is one side to every question 

OUR DYNAMIC PUBLISHER ADDRESSES 
MEETING OF TOWN CONSERVATIVES 

Dynamic right-wing publisher Humphrey Thorpe-Fester spoke to leading town Con- 
servatives at the Czar Nicholas Club on Elm St. last night. Subject of his talk was: 
“The Danger of Losing America to the Reds if Someone Starts Another Newspaper in 
this Town.” Here you see, (right to extreme right) Mr. Thorpe-Fester; Amos Gorgg, 
founder of the “Kublai Khan Idealists”; Stanley Nobnock, Chairman, the “Louis XIV 
Dreamers”; and Sophie Ulster, Pres. of the “Daughters of the American Cavemen.” 
Denied admission to lecture was Carl Pfrinz of the leftist “John Birch Society.” 

WEATHER: appearing on TV. anc 

SOMETHING HILARIOUS 
HAPPENS ON THE CORNER 

OF MAIN AND THIRD 

Something hilarious happened on 
the corner of Main and Third Streets 
last night. Every time we think about 
it, we laugh so hard we think we’ll 
burst. 

Originally, we had planned to re- 
port the details here. But now we’ve 
changed our minds. We’re saving it 
so we can be the first to tell it at cock- 
tail parties and social functions—be- 
fore it gets around. 

Brainy, Gorgeous Publisher's 
Wife Concludes Fabulously 
Absorbing Story 

Selma Thorpe-Fester, the bright, 
witty, and lovely wife of publisher 
Humphrey Thorpe-Fester, informed 
The Daily Monopoly today that the 
dramatic and absorbing story of her 
appendicitis operation, which has 
been running daily in this paper in 
serial form for some time now, is | 
finally over. 

Charming Mrs. Selma Thorpe-Fester 

Following is a run-down of some of | 
the unimportant news stories which | 
we were forced to omit to make room | 
for Mrs. Thorpe-Fester’s lengthy but 
fascinating account of her operation: 

Sept. 2, 1945—World War II offi- 
cially ended today when Japan sur- 
rendered aboard the battleship Mis- 
souri. Accepting their surrender on 
behalf of the victorious allies, Gen. 
Douglas MacArthur (Cont. Pg. 13) 



Munopoly 
sause it’s Festerville’s ONLY Newspaper” 
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In fact ve 

34,875 Homes Now Receive The 

Monopoly Every Day. Why Not? 
There’s Nothing Else To Read! 

vather Report today because our Publisher is 
ou’re supposed to stay home and watch him. WRITER: LARRY SIEGEL PRICE: nd we can 

et it, too! $1.50 PER COPY 

President Makes Ridiculous, Asinine, 
Idiotic Tax Suggestion To Congress 
WASHINGTON, D.C., Feb. 14 — Miserable Democratic President John F. Kennedy, in a 

speech to a joint session of Congress yesterday, made one of the most insane tax suggestions 
in recent history. Honest to God, when we found out about it, we reporters who are writing 
this straight, unbiased news story got so sick to our stomachs we thought we'd die. 

Do you know what this man who 
laughingly calls himself a “President” 
wants to do with your money ? 

Can you keep a straight face? 
He wants all entertainment expen- 

ses that are not directly connected 
with actual business procedures disal- 
lowed for deduction purposes on in- 
come tax reports. Now if that isn’t a 
slap in the face to all American busi- 
nessmen, and particularly to coura- 
geous, dynamic newspaper publishers 
with yachts and summer homes and 
chauffeur-driven Cadillacs to support, 
we don’t know what is! Really, no kid- 
ding, do you think this is fair? We 
mean, how Communistic can you get? 

EXCLUSIVE 
Daily Monopoly Reporter 
Scores Big News Scoop 

by Godfrey Zinn 

In a town like Festerville, which 
has only one newspaper, it is natur- 
ally quite difficult to score a big news 
scoop on another paper. For that rea- 
son, we energetic, quick-thinking 
journalists on The Daily Monopoly 
have to do the next-best thing. We 
have to scoop each other! 

I have information from a highly- 
reliable, unimpeachable source (name- 
ly our type-setter) that on Page 13 
of today’s paper there will be a poign- 
ant letter in the “Advice To The 
Lovelorn” column from somebody 
who calls herself “Worried.” It seems 
that ‘‘Worried’s” husband has been 
going out with another woman all 
along and when (Cont. on page 12) 

Remember this: The Senate missed 
impeaching Andrew Johnson by just 
one vote in 1868. Let’s make sure they 
don’t miss this time! Write your Sen- 
ator immediately ! And make sure you 
send him a copy of this objective, un- 

biased, straight news story—together 
with the blistering Editorial on page 
8, written by our courageous, dy- 
namic newspaper publisher. 

You may not agree with what we say, 
but you’ve got no choice 

b 

MAYOR CALLS PRESS CONFERENCE 

ue 

Mayor Fenwick Himp called a press conference in the Civic Auditorium yesterday 
to bring to the people the details of his new, highly-controversial City Traffic 
Control Plan, which this newspaper is against. Representatives of all the various 
newspapers in town are shown here: (left to right) Hollis Schnabble, of The 
Daily Monopoly. We won’t bother you with details of the Mayor’s ridiculous plan. 
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“THE INQUIRING 

PUBLISHER 
QUESTION 

Why are you so proud of me as a courageous dynamic publisher? 

WHERE ASKED 

Various places around my house. 

Edna Thorpe-Fester 
Loving Mother 

Son, I’m proud of 

you for the same | 

reason that any 

other average 

news-hungry citi- 

zen is proud of a | 

newspaper pub- 
lisher in an age of | 
anxiety brought \ ee 

on by the threat of nuclear anni- 

hilation. First, because you al- 

ways wear your muffler when it’s 

cold outside. Second, because 

you drink your milk every day at 

3 o'clock without me telling you 

to. Third, because you never 

holler on your children. And fi- 

nally, because you make more 

money than a doctor even. 

Selma Thorpe-Fester 
Loyal Wife 

Humphrey, darl- 

ing, I am proud 

of you because 

you have given 
me the opportu- 
nity to leave 

home and travel 

around the coun- 2 

try for years on RgmR Wa": 

end, to bring to an eagerly a- 

waiting nation the absorbing de- 

tails of my various operations, 

| despite the personal sacrifice 

and loneliness it meant to you. 

Horace Greeley Fester 
Devoted Father 

Gee, I don’t know 

what to say! I 

mean, I’m so ex- 

cited — to think — 

of aii people in 

this whole wide 

house, you chose 

to interview me, 

a total iather to . A 

you! Gosh-all-criminentlies. .. - 

Okay, enough of this humility 

garbage! You know damn well 

why I’m proud of you! You took f 

a ridiculous, opinionated news- \ 

per I founded 60 years ago, 

and kept it going asafamily play- 

thing. But if you ever change one 

Neanderthal policy, I'll. break 

your courageous, dynamic neck! 

Flora LaVie 
Adoring Upstairs Maid 

Humphrey, darl- 

ing, I am proud 

of you because ® 

you have given 

your wife the 

opportunity to 

leave home and 

travel around 

the country for E,/ 

years on end, to bring to an ea- 

gerly awaiting nation the absor- 

bing details of her various Op- 

erations, so that you and I — 

what are you shushing me for? 

eee 

» Henry goes on to 
of luck, Hank, ongratulations, and lots 

wenty-year-old 
er Hum- 
ant and 
urnalism 

LETTERS TO THE 

PUBLISHER 
SHOCKED 

Dear Sir: 
I read your highly-opinionated, 

arch-conservative editorial of Feb. 
10th, and was absolutely shocked by 
the terrible things you said about 
organized labor, medical care for the 
aged, Quentin Reynolds and Eleanor 
Roosevelt. 

Westbrook Pegler, 
New York City 

NOTES 

Dear Sir: 
We realize that your newspaper is 

pretty much of a personal family 
thing with you, but may we make a 
small request? In the future, kindly 
leave notes to our milkmen in empty 
bottles outside your door at home, 
instead of publishing them on the 
editorial page of your paper. Some- 
times, they are hard to find. 

The Dairyfresh Milk Co. 
Festerville ; 

TIME CAPSULE 

Dear Sir: 
Thank you for offering to donate 

a copy of The Daily Monopoly for 
the new time capsule to be buried at 
the 1964 World’s Fair in New York, 
to give future generations an idea 
of the quality of newspapers in one- 
newspaper towns. Unfortunately, we 
have already planned to include a 
copy of Pravda in the capsule, and 
we feel that your newspaper would 
be a duplication. 

Robert Moses 
New York City 

CANDIDATE 

Dear Sir: 
Regarding your ultra-right-wing 

editorial of February 8th, we are 
pleased that you have expressed your 
desire to be a Republican candidate 
for office in 1964. However, we re- 
gret to inform you that, as of now, 
there are no plans for a contest for 
the office of “Emperor” in your state 
that year. 

William F. Miller 
Chairman, Republican Party 
Washington, D.C. 

PUZZLED 

Dear Sir: 
I realize that you don’t give a 

damn about your readers, but there 
is such a thing as going too far. 
What I mean is, if you are going to 
run daily crossword puzzles, at least 
have the decency to use legitimate 
words. I have just seen the answer 
to your puzzle of Feb. 11, and I am 
positive that there is no such thing 
as a “Left-handed herniated Hopi 
Indian” called a “BVRTZ” or a 
“Southern Israel potato bug” called 
a “KRNXTL.” 

Margaret Farrar 
New York City 



TOUR DE FARCE DEPT. [>= = '_ D> wR, 

Today, we are a nation of travelers. Whether for business, or for pleasure — 

on the land, the sea, the air, or the lam — Americans are constantly on the 

go, and it’s high time we paid editorial heed to. this phenomenal epidemic of 
wanderlust. So here are some of our observations, comments, and bad jokes—in 

ARTIST: BOB CLARKE 

WRITER: DON REILLY 

There was a time when travel in Amer- 

ica was a risky business, and it took 
an “adventurous spirit” to brave the 
dangers involved in making a journey. Today, of course, all that is changed—and traveling is safe and serene... 

In the old days, you never knew who your traveling 
companions might turn out to be. You ran the risk 
of spending a long trip cooped up in a stagecoach 
with assorted undesirables—maybe murderers, even! 

Years ago, travelers had to take elaborate precautions However, modern travelers never carry more than $50 in 
to protect their funds against thieves, bandits, etc. cash—and thus they foil potential thieves and bandits. 

Anudder one of dese wiseguys wit’ travelers checks!?. 
Take dat, cheapskate!! | got a fambly to support... 

63 



In the old days, you had to stand in long lin 
at rail, bus, and air terminals, only to find out | 

that you couldn’t get the reservati
ons you wa nied 
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RAIL TRAVEL 
The nation’s railroads are in financial trouble. People land are the “antique train” rides. The answer, then, is 

just don’t seem to be riding trains anymore. However, one simple: Bring back them antique trains, get rid of the 
of the most popular rides at amusement parks like Disney- streamliners, and folks will flock to the ticket windows. 

AIR TR 
The traveler interested in flying is often confused  —_—‘Tihe fact is that all the competing airlines buy their planes 
‘by the wide variety of airline ads, all pushing their from the same aircraft manufacturers, so the only tice 

own supposedly superior aircraft and flight routes. = — between them is likely to be the color of the seat upholstery. 
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Hotels have changed a 
the years, too. They u sed te 

8 
palms and lurking house detectives on : oe 2 — 

_ the lookout for inappropriate behavior. ___: But all that has changed in today’s ultra-modern, efficient hostelries... 

‘i Hello, Desk... ? 

: We've got a linen 

KS} yy larceny in 305— 

ze and a drunk in 415! 
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BUS TRAVEL 
Bus travel is a good deal less rigorous than it used In the ads, the bus is always But anyone who has attempted 
to be, now that buses have such modern refinements pictured zooming along a wide travel by car knows the scene 
as air-conditioning and adjustable reclining seats. scenic highway . . . like this: is more apt to resemble this: 

_ Another interesting thing  _—~Put_alll these routes onto _ If you're traveling by air, make sure you don’t exceed _ 
about airline ads are the = = = ONE globe, and it'll seem _ the allowable baggage weight, or you will have to pay 

drawings which show the amazing that we don’t have — an additional fee. Some people try to get around this 
routes the airline flies. - DAILY mid-air collisions! = ‘by wearing all their suits, shirts and socks onto the — 
S oe rr plane, but this procedure is not recommended by us... 

especially if you’re traveling during the warmer months 



OCEAN TRAVEL — 
For those with time, there’s nothing like an ocean voyage. When you buy a ticket for a sea voyage, the cost of your 
But if you were to take advantage of all the gay festivi- meals is included in the price of the passage. Shipping 
ties the average ocean liner offers, you’d arrive at your companies have to do it this way to make money, because 
last port more in need of a hospital stay than a vacation. if meals were to be billed separately, there’d be quite 

a few people who wouldn’t owe very much after the trip. 

First-Class and Tourist-Class passengers on ocean liners like swimming, dancing, deck sports, cocktails, parties, 
enjoy approximately the same recreational facilities . . . etc. The main difference is in numbers. . . and enthusiasm. 
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Personal service is the by-word on an ocean liner. Staff In fact, as each passenger disembarks at the end of the 

members make each passenger feel like an honored guest... voyage, they confer upon him “The Order of the Palm”... 
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CUSTOMS INSPECTION HOW CUSTOMS MEN SPOT HIDDEN CONTRABAND — 
World travelers are often carried . 

abroad, and upon returning to face 
Custom Inspectors, may try to avoid 
paying duty on the items they’ve | 
__ purchased. However, these amateur 
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Some of the Tell-Tale Give-Aways They Look For _ 

away by shopping bargains found 7 

BIZARRE OR INAPPROPRIATE 
ARTICLES OF APPAREL 

Strange Gloves oe Strange 
or Mittens Souvenir Hats 

GUILTY LOOKS 

smugglers rarely get by, because ~ 
sharp-eyed Customs Men are quick 
to spot any hidden contraband ... 

ANATOMICAL ODDITIES _ 
- Bulging Bustles _ Bulging Bulges _ 
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SOME HELPFUL TRAVEL HINTS 
WHAT TO WEAR 

Modern travelers need never worry about laundry problems What the manufacturers don’t say is: You'll look terrible 
thanks to the new Wash-and-Wear clothing. Just rinse ’em in them! But since all your fellow travelers will be wear- 
out, let ’em dry, and put ’em on (the manufacturers say!) 

‘WHAT TO CARRY 
A woman traveling alone is 
wise to carry a big hatpin 
because the men she meets 

That is, if her hat should 

blow off, there’s not much 

chance a man’ll run after 

it — so she better be sure may not all be Seas 
oe : it’s pinned on real tight! 

ing the miserable stuff, too, you won’t be too conspicuous. 
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WHAT TO TIP 
Many travelers are always wondering whether they’ve left 
a big enough “tip.” In most cases, bellhops, waiters, cab 

drivers and so forth have subtle little ways of letting a 
customer know if the tip is a bit less than they expected. 

LOOKING AHEAD IN TRAVEL 
It is s exciting to contemplate what modern technology may 

soon make available for the traveling public. For example, 
a passenger missile capable of leaving its launching pad 
in New York and setting down in Paris 20 minutes later. 
_ And even more exciting is the prospect of travel to the 

‘moon ....or maybe to other planets for your vacation .. . 
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_ Although the idea of two weeks on Mars may seem exotic 
to the modern earthbound traveler, we’re sure that once 

he arrives, he'll find some things are truly universal! . 
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JOKE AND DAGGER DEPT. PART III 

And now, Mr. Prohias offers another installment in his contention that truth 
is never all black nor all white—but merely shades of gray. He calls it. . . 



TMENTS 
“Overlooking The Park” 

A. Glink, Manager 

Dear Mr. Lawrence ;:- 

It was most 
yesterday. 
with you, a 



BENTLY SALT FLATS 

OGDEN, UTAH 

Dear Stockholder: 

Your patience has been rewarded. 

You’ve undoubtedly been reading about the merger in the newspapers, but this notice makes it official. 

MISSILE ELECTRONICS will merge with E.l. DU PONT & CO., INC., effective in 15 days. 

MISSILE ELECTRONICS stockholders will receive one share of DU PONT stock for each share of MISSILE ELECTRONIC stock they now own. 

In other words, those $1.00 Stock Certificates you now hold will be worth about $185.00 each! 

Congratulations ona shrewd investment, and don’t let those Stock Certificates out of your sight! 

Sincerely, 

oe 

Irving I. Missile 

President 



From The Desk Of J. L. CLAYTON 
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR AMERICAN BUNGHOLE MFC. Car 

Dear Mr. Mushbarker: - 

Sorry this letter with our decision is so late getting to you, but you accidentally listed your address as 5119 instead of 5191, and it wasn't until the letter was returned and we checked the Phone book that we found your correct address. 
Now to business... 
We feel that you are the man for our firm. I like your honesty. And I was particularly impressed with your desire to Start with a small company. As far as Salary goes, we will meet your $150 figure. 

Our answer is "Yes", Mr. Mushbarker. What is yours? 

Sincerely, 

Aé0 btn 
J. tn Clayton 

“SWAPPIES” CEREAL COMPANY 
The Best To You Each Evening! 

BOTTLE CREEK, VERMONT 

Dear Mr. Finster:- 

You've undoubtedly been anxious about the results of 
our contest. Although it was to have closed on Nov. 
ist, a printer's error marked a good many "SNAPPIES" 
boxes: "Contest Closes Jan. lst." So to keep our 
contest completely honest, we had to wait the addi- 
tional time to make our decision. And that brings us 
to the happy news: Mr. Finster--YOU ARE TIED FOR FIRST 
PLACE in our-contest! 

And so, as per our rules, "a 25-word essay on 'I like 
"SNAPPIES" because...' will be used as a tie-breaker." 
As you can see, the $25,000.00 First Prize is quite 
close to being yours. May we have your opinion of 
our cereal so that we can make our final decision. 
We'll be watching for a letter from you! 

Sincerely, 

Herman L. Snap 

President. 
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LIGHTS, CAMERA, AUCTION DEPT. 

Recently, we read that 20th Century Fox, in order to recoup some of the huge 
expenses incurred by Marlon Brando while making “Mutiny on the Bounty”, has 
offered to sell the “Bounty”—which was constructed especially for the movie. 

KKK KK KKK KKK KKKKKKK 
BARTENDERS! GO INTO BUSINESS FOR YOURSELF WITH THIS + 

Authentic Western Saloon! + 
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PETLOVERS! : 
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INCLUDING THESE EXCITING FEA 

@ A Handsome 40-Foot Bar Mirror 

that shatters into a million pieces 
the minute somebody starts a fight 

These cats were specially-trained to ONLY 
knock over garbage can lids, ash trays, 
etc.,— then freeze in the searchlight 10 
beam—at the sound of approaching low 
voices speaking in German or Japanese. EACH 

CLOSE CALL WAR PROPS, INC., Hollywood, Calif. 

Weedeogoogecseeteetecteeteotecgonse goatentonteatengengenfonfeatedteetneteeteegeegecteeteeteeteeteegeogect ne ee eee ee ee ee 

So oofe efooSeofnoze abe ofeaze ofe ase one Se ahe ofe eho oho rse eZoahe egohe ee oZe oe ace eGo ao ehoze soto ese aoe °, ees 

ME OE OF KO Oo Mo o% aM 52 Ho ofo fo of0 ofe 

+ @ A 350-Ilb Wrought-Iron Chandelier 

a that crashes to the floor at the 
sound of gunfire—or even. backfire FOR IMMEDIATE SALE! 

2000 PALM TREES 
Simulate Florida or California 

in your backyard all-year-round! 
BUY SEVERAL PALM TREES TODAY! 

@ A Rinky-Tink Player Piano 

that stops playing the minute anyone 
over 5’-7” opens the swinging doors + 

t. A Complete Set of Beer Glasses 

that slide the length of the bar 
Only one 
drawback! 
You'll have 
to come 

out here 
and get 
them yourself, 
as each one 
has a Jap 
sniper in it! 
We just can’t 

convince ‘em BARGAIN PRICE! 
that the \ 4 jy $15 00 EACH 

picture is ui, 2 s 
pur a x Mt Ze? ) FOR $25°° 

BANZAI FEATURES, INC. 
Hollywood, California 

¥* 
a @ A Complete Set of Beer Drinkers 

that slide the length of the bar 

REAR OF SALOON 
CONTAINS MANY ALCOVES AND CORNERS 

SUITABLE FOR CUSTOMERS TO BACK UP SLOWLY INTO! 

COMES WITH MANY EXTRAS—THREE, TO BE EXACT: ys 
Sol, Irving and Tex! They haven’t worked since “‘The Alamo’! > a 

If you’re handy with tools, this surplus Western Saloon can 
be turned into a profitable business with just a little work. 
For example: You can’t lean against the balcony or it will 
collapse, and you’ll fall through it onto a large round table 
which will also collapse, and you’ll fall through that too! 

ya COMPLETE WRITE: DEPT. BUSHWHACKED e 
$20,000 

reer e 
FOR ONLY HORSE-OPERA PICTURES, INC. 

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 

She she ok hehehehe hth ke acai akc Week ae || 



ae 
Maybe they should’ve offered to sell Marlon Brando instead. Anyway, the idea 
of selling old movie props to offset modern production costs could catch on — 
and then we'd be seeing ads like these in our newspapers, announcing another 

ARTIST: GEORGE WOODBRIDGE 

FOOL YOUR FRIENDS! DRIVE THIS... 
AMAZING HORSELESS 

lf Mt BS tage 

y . 
wil 

THE ORIGINAL “RUNAWAY STAGE” OF OVER 150 WESTERNS 

Careens crazily down roads and trails at breakneck 
speed, yet always manages to miss those rocks and 
trees in its path. Drive one around your home town. — 

WRITER: EARLE DOUD 

NOW YOU CAN OW 
HERO’S GUN 

Shoots only hands. 
Even when pointed 
at head, neck or @ 
stomach and fired 
—will still hit vy 

only the hand. 

VILLAIN’S GUN 

Cannot kill 
anybody! Just 
point it at 
person two 
feet away— 
it will miss! 

DETECTIVE’S 
GUN 

INDIAN WAR 
HERO RIFLE 

Absolutely 
fabulous. 
Each bullet 

Absolutely 
harmless. 
Only shoots 

ONE OR MORE OF THESE 
UNIQUE MOVIE GUNS! 

Cutaway drawing at right 
shows location of engine, 
brakes and steering wheel 
inside. Pretty neat, hah? 

Coach needs work, though. 
The left rear wheel keeps 
falling off at high speed. 

YOURS FOR ONLY $595 
peur ee FILMS, INC. HOLLYWOOD, CAL. 

HVVOUKSDUILONERLOEAHOEEOEOOELLSOEEEUERLNEREEOOUOEEOGEALUUEE AEA 
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ART LOVERS! 
PUT A PORTRAIT OVER YOUR MANTEL! 

Choose from this assortment of over 200 
portraits used in famous horror movies! 

Unfortunately, each one has the eyes cut out of it! 

ONLY $50.00 EACH 
HAUNTED HOUSE PRODUCTIONS, HOLLYWOOD, CAL. 

HOUDADOULGUNOUSONOOGONOOOSOOLOGOLODAOOAOUEGOOONOONOOGNOL0O0GS0DQNONGNN0GDSU0Q0000N00QN00008000000000000000N04000000000D0000000000000000000000L90000000000000000 

locks and 
knobs off 

doors. 

kills five 
Indians at 

same time. 

EARLY PIONEER 
WOMAN'S RIFLE 

When pointed 
up in the air 

and fired with 
eyes closed, 

will kill Indian 
on fast horse 
500 yds. away 

GUNS OF 
NAVARONE 

Only two 
available! 
Perfect for 
person who 
now owns 
two 400-ft. 
holsters! 

CLICK GUN 

Made of rubber. 
Will not fire. 
Just clicks 3 
times — then is 
used to throw 
at hero. Will 

not injure. 

KICK GUN 

Will not fire. 
Flat on one 

side. Perfect 
for kicking 
back and forth 
across floor 
during fights! 

EXTRA BONUS! With each order, we'll send 
absolutely free a genuine Police Dept. Gun. 
Not a Hollywood fabrication, but an actual 
gun like the one used by most city Police De- 
partments. Only shoots innocent bystanders. 

Murderous 

Props, Ine. 

Hollywood, 

California 
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AN |e le te ele She he Ae ee te te ke ote 
BOYFRIEND OVERSEAS? 

LOVER FAR, FAR AWAY? 
SEE HIM AND TALK TO HIM AGAIN WITH A 

HOLLYWOOD 
LILY POND 

OWN YOUR OWN 

HOLLYWOOD 
SUBMARINE 
We have a limited number of submarines that 
do nothing but sit on the ocean bottom. Each 
has 4 torpedo tubes through which you can 
fire garbage, old clothes and pieces of wood. 
These subs are also capable of releasing oil. 

FOOL YOUR FRIENDS WHO OWN SUB-CHASERS! 

NAVY PRODUCTIONS, INC. $1 : 000 
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA EACH 

ATTENTION HORTICULTURISTS! 
HERE’S YOUR CHANCE TO OWN ONE OF THESE AMAZING 

INSTANT SEASON PLANTS 
SPRING SUMMER FALL WINTER 

$39 95 
PER POOL 

Send for a genuine Hollywood Lily Pond today! 
When it arrives, put it out in your backyard! 
Then, kneel down beside it and brush lily pads 
away. Notice your reflection. Now notice that 
your loved-one’s reflection has appeared over 
your right shoulder. Talk to him... but only 
about things in the past. Now, drop a stone in the 
water, and watch ripples make him disappear. 

IMAGES FROM THE PAST PROPS,INC. | 
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 

Also available: Hollywood Mirrors 

You've seen them in the movies. Now you can have one 
for your very own. Changes seasons instantly. Wilts 
and blooms . . . wilts and blooms . . . 200 times a day. 

WE ALSO HAVE A LIMITED 
95 PER 

NUMBER OF FORESTS AND 
PLANT 

LAWNS THAT DO IT TOO. 

-QUISIDE-THE-WINDOW, PROPS, INC., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA ae * * ke * * * * * * * * * * * 

FOR SALE—CHEAP? _||| OPERATING TABLES , 
ENTIRE a HERD ||| cancers 

SECTEESEESTTSTS TTS TETS AE LO OE OF OE OE Of a OF 

the ceiling. Perfect fo 
2, oes Head of Cattle hospitals with leaky ae 

ONLY FREE EXTRA SPECIAL BONUS 
ine h h order. C | 

¥ Laer $57.95 ce tes Tok Saas making. 
é & $189 00 

(Without extra free 
bonus—$289.00) 

COMPLETE Construct your own Ben Casey! 

' How can we do it, you ask? Because FRANKENSTEIN FILMS, INC. 

the steers in this herd are no good TRANSYLVANIA, CALIFORNIA 
for eating! They’re only good for one 
thing... stampeding through towns! 

cniver SAGAS, INC., HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 

COVERED 
WAGON 

Now ... for the first time . . . you can buy one of these 

47 Authentic Western Covered Wagons that have withstood 

over 3,000 Hollywood Indian Raids. There is just one 

little thing wrong with each, however: These wagons are 

all curved slightly so they can only ride in a circle. 

Now you can have one of those very same ash trays 
3 

you've seen in the movies — in Board of Directors 
meetings—hospital waiting rooms—card games—etc. 

PLACE EMPTY ASH TRAY ON TABLE... TURN AWAY 
FOR 5 SECONDS... THEN TURN BACK! PRESTO! 

ASH TRAY NOW CONTAINS 400 CIGARETTE BUTTS! 

AMAZE YOUR FRIENDS — CUT DOWN ON SMOKING! 

a Hours Later Props, Inc., Hollywood, California 

THE PERFECT GIFT FOR SOMEONE WHO 

PLANS TO RIDE AROUND THE BLOCK (OR 
LIVES ON COLUMBUS CIRCLEIN N. Y. C.) 

OATBURNER EPICS, INC. HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 
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CLOCKS! | 
CLOCKS! 
CLOCKS! 
TREMENDOUS 
ASSORTMENT 

ALL MAKES AND 
MODELS—FROM 
“GRANDFATHER” 

TO “ALARM” 

oO 0000000 0 Q 

ONLY 

$5.95 
EACH 

Handsome — Decorative! 

Used in hundreds of 

movies to denote the 

passage of time. Only 

one drawback. They’re 

not terribly accurate. 

In fact, the hands spin 

around at a fantastic 

speed, registering 24 

hours in 10 seconds. 

DAYS LATER 
PROPS, INC. 
HOLLYWOOD, 

CALIFORNIA HOoogCoCoOCOCCOCOGOGCOOOC OOO CO 0 C00 CG0CGCGCGQCO0O CCR CVUVC0C0O0V0C0O0COQguu00g0 00 U 

CALENDARS 
Available in every year 

from 1620 to the present 

Handsome! 

Decorative! 

Used in 

hundreds of 

movies to 

denote the 

passage of 

time. Only 

one drawback. 
When you 

hang them 

on your wall, 

the dates 

fall off in 

rapid 

succession— 

one ata 

time! 

YEARS LATER 
PROPS, INC. 
HOLLYWOOD, 
CALIFORNIA 

FOR SALE—CHEAP! SLEAZY HOTEL: 

78 
ROOMS... 
EACH 

WITH AN 

IRRITATING 

FLASHING 

NEON SIGN 

OUTSIDE 

THE WINDOW! 

Hideout Locations, Incorporated, Hollywood, California 
H#ORETSERSQRENAAUUOUEOQNNONUNUUUUNOUNTONGUDIDEOUCUESTOOQNETTUUHUUGOENUOSUOUOUU0US0000000900000000E0008900000880000U0G0000908000000U0EGUU00 

BOOK ILO VIERS 
COMPLETE YOUR LIBRARIES WITH COPIES OF THESE - 
— | VALUABLE -. @cu 

BEST- : 
SELLERS 

WITH AN 
EXTRA SPECIAL 

BUILT-IN 
FEATURE: 

THEY TURN 
THEIR 

OWN PAGES! 
All you have to do is sit there and read ‘em! But read fast—the pages turn pretty quick! 

Authentic Adaptation Props. Ine., Hollywood, California 
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+ Horseback Riding Enthusiasts : 
Dx é oe 

& Love to ride—but & 
*° have a small yard? % & y = 
= Order one of these & 
“ beautiful palomino & 
Se = eo 
™ 4, . Indian : 
= Od 

: Battle % 
Se 

& * Horses pe 
cae . Og 

= Now, you can ride * 
* around your small = 
% property to your & 
= heart’s content — “ 
a because these % 
eS specially-bred v, eo es 
. horses fall down ae <a % 
& every 5 or 6 feet. en % 
™ \? 

* KANYON-KWICKIE STUDIOS; Hollywood, California ea x y 
1% 2% o@ OG. DO. 2. 2. @ OD. OO, OO. 0, OD. @, 
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Only $19,000! 

ap 

We have several models available: Bombers, Transports, Private 
‘Jobs. The only trouble is, these planes only fly in storms! 

And they can’t fly forward, only up and down! 

HIGH-AND-MIGHTY-BAD EPICS, Culver City, Calif. 
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WHERE’S THE FIRE DEPT. 

Sergio Aragones, who recently arrived at MAD from Mexico, made his début 
with the hilarious “A MAD Look at the U.S. Space Effort,” and is currently 
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filling our margins with his delightful “Drawn-Out Dramas,” now points DB, ee = 
his satirical pen at a usually un-funny U.S. phenomenon, and _ gives us 

OTORCYCLE COPS 
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HITCHCOCK-A-DOODLE-DOO DEPT. 

Yes sir, you saw it advertised in magazines and newspapers, on billboards and TV—and you were scared! Then 

you saw it on the screen, and you were no longer scared—you were hysterical with laughter! Because even a 
movie with reams and reams of advance publicity can still turn out to be a bomb when it’s got bad acting and 
a weak story! To paraphrase the ads, Alfred Hatchplot should have said, “‘It could be the most terrible mo- 
tion picture | have ever made!’’ Mainly because his latest chiller is not only luke warm, it is strictly .. . 

sTarRING Tv-RJEcTS ROD TAYLURE JESSICA CANDY SUZANN FLUSHETTE 

AND INTRODUCING A HATCHPLOT MisTAKE: TIPSY HEADRINSE as «tue sirp BATH” 
WITH PLUMAGE BY CHICKEN-FLICKINGS BY TETANUS SHOTS BY 

Peter FINCH, Walter PIGEON, Edith HEAD Morris Zina 
Tina ROBIN, Jean CRANE, UNEXPECTED ATTACK The BUTCHER BETHUNE 

Dean MARTIN, Howard HAWKS, ON CREW BY SCREENPLAY BY yscacdtes 
Jeanne EAGLES Washington Irving HUNTER — _Daphy 
AND THE EVER-POPULAR Square OTe lee conOoke Du MAURIER’S 

Jim CROW PIGEONS COMPOSITION TEIN CENTRAL FARK 

; = Li J f Ll 

THE BIRDS 
Y ij - But that IS COMING! Yldddldllhiniri ei: ==: Beer: : 7 Ly Vi; parakeet 

THE BIRDS § Hold on, Honey! You’re not supposed to get hysterical about ince? 

IS COMING! ¢ the birds until much later in the picture. Maybe by then your eee 1a aes 

: acting will have improved sufficiently enough to register fear! VLE It, Daby, 

Now be a good girl and follow Mr. Hatchplot’s brilliant direction, 

and eventually you may become a rich and famous movie star... 

“Grace Kelly’’ 
you're not! 

i, Pe ABS Lees AW VZV . Z LZ A a ee 
ARTIST: MORT DRUCKER WRITER: ARNIE KOGEN ADDITIONAL MATERIAL: LOU SILVERSTONE 
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Yes! That’s It scares me The crazy fat That’s odd! All the birds in my store 
‘ it? Y to death to fool! Look at WE WILL aaah we ene Bit eV Seesng au | mt Wat j oeeee, | atleast | ato 

strange lately. The finches have been oe audience - the things | frightening he’s making 7 BURY YOU! 
throwing temper-tantrums, the parrots fr iilie-man sees him! he’s done! j nee thing over atthe fF aes 
have been cursing the customers, and They'll laugh 7 he'll come Bald Eagle = 
the canaries—the canaries have been Soil q || and gasp in up with next! counter! 
singing World War II marching songs! edie recognition! 
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That’s a He’ll probably Now, what I'd like to order two love Bodego Bay? You’re going to Why? Is 
surprise! | appear later on! can | do birds! They're a gift for the Bodego Bay? Listen, take my || there some 
was kind of Anyway, looking for you? || kid sister of that lawyer who advice and stay away from threat of 
expecting for him will help was just in here. I’m going to that place! It’s not for danger? 

to build up the 
suspense—some- 

thing which 

happens to be 
noticeably lack- 
ing in the rest 
of the picture! 

somebody else 
to show up in 
that sequence! 

pay him an unexpected and you! I’ve heard some strange 
completely contrived—but talk about it around the 

necessary to further the plot store recently! That’s no 
—surprise visit at Bodego place to go chasing a 

Bay this weekend! lawyer on.a weekend! 
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Could either of you 
gentlemen direct me 
to the home of Mr. 

Roger Oedipus? | have 
a present for his 

little sister... 

o—it’s just that Bodego Vp Okay, but - ; Oh, you mean 

Bay doesn’t “‘swing’”’ on H = Well, thanks 
i remember | Gertrude? 

weekends! A rich, attractive for the advice, {| Warned you! 
girl like you has more of but | think | Bodego Bay 

a chance of catching a lawyer prefer to take || 'S FOR THE 
at the “action” resorts— my chances 

like Las Vegas, Palm Springs with this guy 
and Metlitz’s Bungalow at Bodego Bay! 

Cottages on Kiamesha Lake in 
the Catskills! 

ao 

You’re wrong! 
It’s Bernice! 
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with small-talk- |; 
, type dialogue, 7 :\s 

but this is B ‘Cup 
ridiculous! 
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Tipsy, you crazy 
kid! You mean you / 
came all the way 
out here just to 
see me!? How did 

you find out 
where | lived? 

| mean, that was the first big 
shock in ‘‘Psycho’’—wasn'’t it? 
When Janet Leigh was killed 
right in the beginning of the 
picture? Well, no such luck 
this time, gang! All that 

happens to me is this big sea 
gull comes down and bites the 

top of my head! 

They sure § Well, here | am with my sophisticated 
didn’t dress — upper-class facial expression, dressed 
jelivery boys} ina mink coat, doing a silly Debbie 

that way in | Reynolds-type rowing bit out in the 
my day! | middle of Bodego Bay! I'll bet you’re 

#7 ~— ail sitting on the edge of your seats 
waiting for something to happen—like 
my falling in the water and d 

| looked in 
the “‘Yellow 
Pages” under 
“LOVER”! 

AAA ARAN 

wey «This clever 
Ba repartee is 
™ supposed to 
m relievethe | 
“| unbearable [gg 
% tension! 

™ unbearable 
tension? 
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ol 
| was attacked: 

7 in the boat 
7 coming over. 

Siegel!? Who would /@ 
ever have thought 
that nice, quiet Mr. |”, 
Siegel would attack 4 
a strange girlina |% 

boat! Shows you— {-==se=— i‘ 
you never really Really? So how 

No! No! A sea gull— 
a bird—swooped_ {| 

down and bit meon | 
top of my head! 

know your come you’re 
neighbors! bleeding on fi 

the side of 
your face? 
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That’s not ketchup, 
Mother! That’s blood! 

It’s just that in 
some movies, it looks | 

| more like ketchup— 
and this movie happens 

to be one of them! 
Here—let me help you! / 

No, son! Don’t 
hug her like that 
in front of me! 

Mother, PLEASE! 

I’d rather do 
it myself! 

Roger, let’s 
not argue in 
front of the 
new hired 

Ue MMH YH YU twytt@ Mt VY 

Mmmm. . 
you're an 
old crow! 

- | Gee! That was a 
surprise! | 

Look at those gulls! 

They’re—they’re 

ag ; yy, ee ® a4 ba, Sa 

PIC G 
AN INVASION, ll 

Believe me, you’re not jj 
doing so well yourself! 

a 
How do you do, Miss 

1  Headrinse? Is that 
' | ketchup on your face? 

Such a sloppy girl to 
come visiting us! | 
don’t like her, son! 
Send her away! 

ee 
You're just a silly, hysterical 

kid! Now calm down and meet my 
family. This is my kid sister— 

and this is my jealous, possessive 
mother. Folks, this is wealthy 

Miss Headrinse who intruded on 
our weekend for the purpose of 

making a tremendous play for me! 

eer 

I CAN 
FEEL IT! 

ta 

You mean that fat man over there? 
He looks familiar! Isn’t that—? Yes, 

it is him! He’s waiting for all his 
fans to get a look at him! He’s the 
one from TV and Movies—the one 
who wants everything he does 

publicized! All that weird publicity!! 

He’s coming this 
way! Wait’ll the 

audience sees him! 
They’ll laugh and 

gasp in 
recognition! 
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Bena TID 

| wonder 

why they 

Could be! 
They gave 

Do you think it 
has anything to 

# thought it would 
4 be—you know— 

that other fat 
man we’re 

expecting to see! 

acting strangely! 
They’re diving at 

us! Those gulls are 
acting strangely!! 

I’ve never seen such 
strange acting in all 
my life! Run, all of 

keep going me whole 
wheat! What 

did they 
give you? 

do with those men 

with the cameras 

and lights who 
were putting 

gq bread crumbs in 
~"! our hair before? 
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But, mother! 

IV Ulli 
Quick! CL, 

Everybody No-no, son! It’s |} Where could 
into the such a small house! |) she possibly 
eo There’s only room / hide? (7 
A for the three of us! MMM 

2 Miss Treadwell will 
‘-have to find some- 
place else to hide! 

| How about that house 

a little cramped and 
uncomfortable—but in § 
emergencies one must f 
make certain sacrifices! / 

%% 9 Ul fll 

ee. 

LOD 

NY .. 

Ohh! It’s too 

horrible! | 
can’t look! 

ln ~ 

Let’s all sing like the birdies sing— 
Tweet, tweet-tweet, tweet-tweet! 
Let’s all sing like the birdies sing— 
Sweet, sweet-sweet, sweet-sweet! 
Let’s all warble like nightingales— 

Give your throat a treat... 
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RSA 

the children in 
school yet! Look 
at them—singing 
innocently in their 

music class! 

G 

AULA 
| 

4, 

over there? | know it’s 

| knew it would come to this! | warned him! | guess the birds 
took all they could stand from him. He was working them too 

hard. They hated him! Rehearsals for 14 hours a day—day after 
day—for 8 straight months! And for what? For chicken feed! 
While he’d get all the money and capitalize on the publicity! 

It’s too bad. He did so well when he was handling humans! He 
made a mistake when he started getting involved with The Birds! 

Don’t be ridiculous, § Where's 
mother! That's the } Mr. 

bird house! €] Quimbley? 

TW, PUSS 
Oh, never mind! wy 
Hop into the car, § 

Tipsy! We'll drive to § 
the Quimbley farm 
and see if we can 

get help! 

He must be upstairs in his 
room! But wait! Let me tell 

you what happened here! The 
maid was in the garden, 

hanging out the clothes— 
when along came a blackbird 

and pecked off her... 
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FL 
Was that a eulogy— 
or a review? Anyway, / 
we've no time to 
lose! We’ve got to 

warn the rest of 

Bodego Bay about 
the birds before it 

is too late! 

Seas 

fas 

Ly 
Wy 
Y 

Boy, somebody better clue them 
in on their song selections! 

They’re in for a shock! Well, 
I’ll just sit out here till 

the end of the period so | 
won't frighten or panic them 

unnecessarily! 
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SMOCK! SMOCK! 
HOW’S YOUR BIRD? 

x f J C7, GF > 

Just one minute! Who do 
you think you are—barging 
in here like this—shouting 

Either the birds ARE coming, 

or A bird IS coming!! 

on the 
school! A 

teacher 

lady! Tell 
us what 

happened! 1 was killed! | 

BOY, A FLOCK OF ’EM 
WENT OVER THAT TIME! | 

A 

Aw—it’s just 
those crazy 

y teenage students 
again! No use 
getting upset 

4 over ’em! Kids 
will be kids! 
They'll grow 
up someday! 

FRIGHTENING 
ef YS 

before the period ends! 

The birds is coming!! 

kids! IN SIZE PLACE! 

Hmmm! lf it continues 

like this, | may have 
to warn those children 

Now—dquietly—without 
panic—in my calmest 
tone and utilizing my 
most subtle acting 
ability, | will warn 

RUN FOR YOUR LIVES! 
THE BIRDS IS COMING 
TO.EAT YOU UP AND 

7 KILL YOU! RUN! RUN! 
j THE BIRDS IS COMING! 

the children... 

& 

You’re right! 

Run for your lives, 

7, WNhy don’t you believe me? 
' These are birds that are 
doing the attacking! Wrens, 

hens, geese, ganders, gulls, 

mockingbirds! They gather 
in the sky and wait—as if 
for some signal! Then they 

swarm down and attack! It’s 
as if they were following 
some sort of plot created 

by a human mind! 
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What's the matter i I’m against Civil 
with you? Now see Defense drills of 
what you've done! } any kind! | refuse 
You got yourself to participate in 
killed! Why didn’t such idiocy! 
you run to safety 

ae 

like the others!? 

HL y y Uaaaaadadaaiaaaddadaaiddddddadddddddddddddéddda d Wf 
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Well that’s 
more than 

you can say 
about this 
picture!! 

the street! Now it’s £ 
smashing into the gas ZZ 
station pumps! The 
whole town’s gonna 

tg 



Well, I’m safe in here! u(( yy 
Boy, are those birds 

anxious to get in here 
with me! Maybe if | 

open the door a little, 

| Yes, 
What did | '<f you see what 7 Lady! That’s # ‘ 
I tell you? A a that | - kind of car! 
zy aay < did that! || A THUNDERBIRD! 

What are you, crazy?! Pulling a silly 
college prank like that?! Seeing how 
many you can crowd into a phone 

booth?! Boy, you Skidmore-type girls 

Sees 

Yaaaahhh! 
No-no! Oh— 

LLY ican iiake-a break for they're are all alike—making humor out of any 
> XZ oe getting in! unpleasant situation! C’mon! Hop int 

coming! birds Is ‘ 
A\ _ pwe S908 oe re - rs \N AOeeNF Went \ : 

There! I’ve nailed Eeeeek! Roger! The 4 The windows! The / | haven’t the time 
up every door and _ J chimney! Something 4 doors, all boarded / to explain, Mother! 
boarded up every horrible is coming 4 up! There wasno {| We have to prepare 

window! That should 4% down the chimney! other way to get for another attack! 
_ do it! Nothing can Jf | can sense it coming! 

get in here now! Here it is . . . now! 
J en AIT’ uf 

7? | Roger! Idemand_|| 'T’S ANOTHER ATTACK! 
to know! Why did / a 

/ Y you lock me out? 

It’s another asthma § Mother will take 

attack!! Oh, Mommy, | care of her little 
please don’t let @ bubbie! Here... 7 

those awful birdies 7 grink your milk! 7 
get me while I’m in 7 

this condition! 

Ri acazreaae! 
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That’s right! Revenge! And who ™ Revenge is right! Now me and my 
has a better right to it than % birds are headed south—to Los 

me! All those months in Alcatraz, W Angeles! If you think we terrorized 
learning,-studying, rehearsing— your house... . you should see what 

to give a tender, sensitive tear- we've got lined up for Gregory Peck!! 

There must be some reason! 
Some motive! What do they 
want? More crumbs? Status? 

Bigger bird baths? It’s 
almost as if some human 

being were controlling 
the birds . . . masterminding 

the attacks . . . wanting 
revenge for something... 

Roger! The birds! 
They’re breaking 
through the walls, 

.| the doors—the roof! 

MOO 
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“After 33 years, our Mayjag is a-workin’ still” 

“Yep, we got our Mayjag 33 years 

ago!’ writes (or rather — dictates) 
Mrs. Alma Funk of Ozark, Arkansas. 

“Cousin ‘.uke, who went to the big 
city an’ made good, sent it to us! 
The only thing he fergot was — we 
don’t have no ’lectricity up here 

in the hills! 
“Which is why our Mayjag is a 

workin’ still now! She jus’: sat in 
the barn fer 29 years until Paw 
got the idea to use it fer makin’ 
moonshine whiskey! 

“Today, our Mayjag makes twice 

as much moonshine whiskey as that 
fool refrigerator Cousin Luke sent 
us, which we also rigged up to be 
a workin’ still. 

‘Now if only Cousin Luke’d send 
us one of them dryin’ contraptions! 
What a still that would make!!” 

MAY JAG 
the dispensable automatics 
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A penny can make your conscience feel better 

Here’s a helpful hint for making 
things right with the little woman 
next time you’re out late, boozing 
it up with the boys: 

As soon as you step up to the bar, 
ask the bartender for an empty glass 
and set it down beside you. 

Now you can get downto business. 

Order your first drink, and drop a 
penny into the glass. 

And every time you order another 
drink, drop another penny into the 
glass. 

When you've spent all your money, 
and you’re thoroughly soused, and 
you’re ready to stagger home, you'll 

find you've put aside enough perinies 
to buy your wife a though‘ful peace 
offering—something to shut her up 
when you fall in : 

the front door f 
A corsage will 

do it. Try Three, 
raaybe Four Roses! 

Asscciation Of American Florists 


